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Lambda Society recognized by Student Senate
by Tyrone Walker
interim assistant news editor
Monday night in front of a standing room
only audience of students, faculty and local
media, Student Senate passed a resolution
recognizing the Lambda Society, a gay and
lesbian support group, as a non-funded Clemson University organization.
"After they voted it through," said Ken
Shell, president of the Lambda Society, "I
went outside. I heard two guys scream [antigay mesaages]. I realized it was going to be
an uphill battle; the Student Senate did their
part in recognizing us but it's up to us to prove
ourselves."
The resolution recognizing the Lambda
Society, passed by the bare minimum twothirds vote as required in the Student Handbook, followed an intense debate that
transformed the Student Senate Chambers
into a battle of conflicting personal views and
attitudes. Student senators were torn into two
warring factions: anti-homosexual and prorights of assembly.
The anti-homosexual faction attacked
other student senators as well as the Lambda
Society's basic concept as they argued Student Senate could not recognize an organization that had the propensity to commit an
illegal act. Student senators who were against
recognition of the Lambda Society repeatedly quoted the Student Handbook in support
of their argument against the Lambda Society. John McKenzie, stated, "Where we really need to start looking...is the handbook...
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Members of a standing room only audience shouted approval when it was announced that the
Lambda Society had been recognized by Student Senate.
it states 'no organization shall be involved in state of South Carolina.
Senator Michael Drummond argued, 1 he
criminal conduct in the federal, state, and
laws
of South Carolina state that the practice
local level'.... If we have any foresight at all
of
sodomy
and practices similar to that are
we can foresee that there will be illegal activillegal. We cannot morally, ethically, or leity coming out of this organization."
Some senators felt that if the student sen- gally endorse an organization which, in its
ate recognized the Lambda Society, student purpose and creation, promotes these activisenate would be endorsing homosexual ac- ties or encourages them. Recognizing this
tivity, which they stated was illegal in the organization means we are endorsing it, en-

dorsing it means that we are saying it's fine
for everyone to go be gay."
Some senators felt that the potential of the
club to commit an illegal act superceded the
right of the club to assemble. Senator Scott
Dampier claimed, "Many of my constituents
have the opinion that no, they do not want this

see VOTE, on next page

New registration
system proposed
by Cameron Boland
staff writer

She's comin' down!
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Johnstone B is scheduled to be torn down starting Monday. Contractors have
asked that students stay away due to the danger of falling debris.

$2.75 million raised for building
Company and university officials announced the Fluor Daniel
CLEMSON — Employees of pledges on Friday (Nov. 15) in
Fluor Daniel, Inc., and the Fluor events at the company's Greenville
Foundation have pooled resources headquarters.
Many of the pledges came from
to raise $2.75 million for a new
engineering building at Clemson alumni who want to continue their
involvement with Clemson and to
University.
It will be named the Fluor Daniel support engineering education, said
Engineering Innovation Building. Merritt Sanders, a 1987 graduate
Construction could begin as early who works at Fluor Daniel and was
as March, contingent on various a vice chairman of the campaign.
Fluor Daniel, one of the leading
state approvals. Cost is estimated
at $18 million, with $15 million to engineering and construction firms
come from state bonds and the re- in the world, is the principal subsidiary of Fluor Corp. of Irvine, Calif.
mainder from private donations.
Fluor Daniel's pledges and gifts Fluor Daniel also is a major emalso raise the total in the Campaign ployer of engineers in Greenville, a
for Clemson capital fund drive to geographic area that is said to boast
$76.4 million. That is just $1.6 the highest proportion of engineers
million shy of the campaign's $78 in the nation. Many graduated from
million target, with more than seven Clemson.
"We're excited about this opmonths to go, said Gary Ransdell,
Clemson's vice president for insti- portunity to remain a close part of
Clenison," (Ms.) Sanders said. "It's
tutional advancement.

from News Services
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a way for us, as alumni, to continue
our allegiance to the university."
Most company employees
pledged contributions through payroll deduction over the next five
years. The Fluor Foundation is
matching those gifts two-to-one and
providing a corporate gift of
$500,000.
Fluor Coip. CEO Les McCraw,
a 1956 Clemson graduate, said the
Fluor Daniel commitment continues the company's "strong heritage
of supporting the schools, colleges
and universities that shape the minds
and talents of those wlio wo,uld
become the best. The quality of
these institutions is extremely important to Fluor Daniel, indeed our
entire profession."
McCraw co-chaired the fundraising drive for the building with
Dill Mazilly, former vice president

see FLUOR, page 9
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The registration study committee, which was appointed by the
records and registration department, has recently submitted a report to the University outlining a
plan to change the current course
registration procedures.
The report urged that the current preregistration procedures be
eliminated and replaced with a
"continuous registration system."
This system, also known as "early
registration," will provide the student with an immediate answer to
the student's request for a particular course and section. If a particular class section is full, the student
will be able to enter a request for
another class or section at that time.
When early registration has been
completed, the student will be able
to print out a copy of their schedule in PC labs or by sending the
data from a mainframe terminal to
an available printer.
The report originally recommended that the early registration
system permit students to register
through the use of computer terminals or a touchtane telephone.
Because a touchtone telephone
voice response registration system
would be too expensive for the
University to implement in the near
future, the committee then suggested that the system be developed utilizing computer facilities
currently available with the hope
that telephone registration could
be realized at some future date.
The system would be available
to students during the early morning, late afternoon, and evening on

weekdays with extended hours
on the weekends. Classes will be
filled on a first come, first Served
basis. In order to prevent against
too many students trying to register at the same time, registration
will be regulated by class. The
first registration period will be
reserved for seniors, followed by
juniors, sophomores, and enrolled
freshman. Graduate students will
be allowed to register at any time
during the registration period.
New freshmen and transfer students will not be able to register
until the summer during orientation. This will cause some problems because many classes will
be closed out. There have been
two proposals made to remedy
that situation. The first is holding
some seats in each class out so
that there will be room for the
new students. The second proposal suggests that new students
preregister in much the same way
as is done now except that they
would not be able to select specific class times or sections. A
computer program would then
construct schedules for them
based on what is available. Stan
Smith, registrar, stated that he did
not know which of the two proposals "will come to the top."
Priority scheduling presents
another problem. Currently, honors students, student athletes,
members of the STEP program,
and handicapped students are
given priority over other students.
The new system will eliminate

see SYSTEM,
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For the first time...

The Lambda Society speaks
by Kristie Gantt
staff writer
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Senator John Mackenzie goes through the Student
Handbook in efforts to support his argument
against the recognition vote.
on campus. One of the purposes of
this club is to promote the rights of
gays, lesbians and bisexuals, the
fact is they already have rights of
heterosexuals...the only right they
don't have is to their sexual practices. They do not deserve this right.
I stand against it as my constituents
do."
The senators also expressed concern about the image of the University being tarnished. Senator John
Arrowood explained, "There are
two words in the handbook that do
not change in reference to Clemson
University - 'outstanding image.' I
don't think you should vote for
something that goes against the 'outstanding image' of the University."
The senators who were for the
recognition of the Lambda Society
emphasized any group's constitution right to assemble, as well as the
organization's role as a support
group and educator.
Thomas Gressette,student senate president pro-tempore quickly
established himself as the primary
leader of the pro-right. He stated,
"Very simply, the University of
South' Carolina refused to recognize a group like the one before us
tonight; that group took [their fight
to be recognized] to the courts and
won. They won because the Constitution sets forth certain rights that
cannot be denied. They won because in refusing recognition, the
University violated their rights. All
of us have the rights of freedom of
association, speech and assembly.
Approving this organization only
affirms your belief in those rights."
Elizabeth Corbett pleaded,
"They are human beings just like
any one else, they are not different
from you or me. They are not
asking for our money to get together and do whatever you guys
may think they are going to do.
They are here strictly to educate
people. If these people are willing
to be recognized, I think it is going
to hurt them in some form, but if
they are willing to take that stand
and get out there, then I am willing
to support them."
Some senators were not convinced by arguments over the potential of the organization to commit
illegal sex acts.
"It is also illegal in this state to
have premarital sex and its also
illegal is this state to have sex with
the lights on," said senator Marci
Fuentes. "It is illegal to have oral
sex, it is illegal to have any kind of
sex other than the missionary position, so let's just stop talking about
illegalities."
An emotional Shana Cloer, also
a member of Student Senate, announced, "You can not deny any
organization its constitutional

s

rights...I'm a member of the Lambda
Society. I am a member of this
organization and you can not deny
me my constitutional rights - you
cannot deny me my rights."
The debate intensified when
Tom Gressette warned, "If tonight's
[resolution] does not pass [ the
American Civil Liberties Union]
will initiate a lawsuit naming the

Jubilant cries rang out in the
Student Senate Chambers Monday Nov. 18, following the announcement that The Lambda
Society, a gay rights club, would
be recognized on campus. At the
same time, looks of dismay could
be seen on the faces of those who
were opposed to the group's recognition.
The 56 Senators deliberated
for over two hours on the issue
before the roll call vote. Although
five Senators abstained, the required two-thirds majority was
reached by only one vote, 36-15.
Before the vote, none of the
members of the group, which calls
itself the Lambda Society, had
made their identity known. The
five associate members were announced by request: Ken Shell,
President; Margaret J. McMahon,
Vice-President; Rebecca Rogers,
Secretary; Kelly Hanelson, Treasurer; and Susan Cahn, Adviser.
The reasons Shell offered for
the group's anonymity included
fear of public outcry. Cahn agrees,
"It feels dangerous to us, as long
as there is anti-gay sentiment on
campus. People are worried about
repercussions, such as gay-bashing, verbal or physical."
McMahon conceded that, "The
scary part is having to come out,
tel 1 your parents about your sexual

preference. We're here, we're not
bad, we're not a threat. We're not a
threat to Clemson." When asked if
the charter members would reveal
themselves, she responded that, "I
don't know if the rest of the members will come forward at this point
-1 cannot speak for them. But the
worst thing they could do is go back
into hiding."
The selection of the executive
officers was not done by election.
There were very few people who
willing to take office. It was really
difficult to decide, "because the
scare tactics worked, and people
were reluctant to come forward,"
said Shell.
Much to the astonishment of
members of Senate, Senator Shana
Cloer disclosed her membership in
the Lambda Society during her argument in favor of the group. Senator Tim Grant, chairman of
Organizations and Affairs, responded, "Nobody knew; it was a
shock." Grant himself disapproved
of the group's recognition. "I felt
they could have existed without
recognition," he said. "They could
have assembled and had freedom of
speech."
Speaking in favor of the Lambda
Society, Cloer stated, "I cannot allow intolerant bigots to run
roughshod over people who do not
think the way they do or have the
same value systems...The search
for truth and the quest for enlightenment can only occur when the
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Chris Saranko (center, Senate president, presided over the heated debate
Clemson University.Student Senate. If you are ready to have your
name put on it and you feel that
strongly about it to have your name
down as a defendant in a lawsuit
concerning constitutional rights,
then vote against it."
As the debate continued many
senators became upset and took their
frustrations out on other senators
and the administration.
A bitter Jim Burns argued,
"There is also talk that the administration has plans to overturn [the
student senate decision] if we vote
it down. We do not know if this is
true, [but] we do know that there are
people within the administration
who are unquestionably against this
organization; we also know that
lawsuits against the University have
been threatened should the outcome
be undesirable to certain parties.
My advice and my feeling is to say
'So what? So what?' If the administration is so spineless as to overturn
a decision that an overwhelming
majority of the students have made
then they must deal with the consequences. Don't let what might happen influence your vote."
Senator Tim Grant added, "I
want for once for the students to
stand up for what they want. I am
sick of Student Senate being a puppet of the administration and doing
what the administration wants, for
once hopefully you can decide for
yourself what you and your constituents want and vote that way."
Senator Keith Melton's said his
primary concern was the University. He was upset about the negative press the issue was generating,
which he felt was the fault of both
College Republ icans and advocates
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of the Lambda Society. He srated,"I
think both sides have handled it
poorly from the beginning, bringing Clemson into the paper. What
you have done is hurt students of
this University. As long as this is in
the paper, as long as this continues,
there are going to be more donations pulled away from my lab fees,
lab equipment, and scholarships you
and I could have. One way or the
other, even people who oppose this
group agree, they will be recognized in the end. I don't particularly
agree with this but I have to stand
up and do what's right for this University and these students. If you
truly want to help this University
and represent the students you may
as well pass this tonight."
Ninety minutes into the senate
showdown, and after an early motion to call the question failed, the
senators finally agreed to vote on
the issue but they could not agree
upon the method by which to vote.
Senators rejected a motion to vote
by teller, which would not have
required each senator to stand before his or her colleagues but instead allowed them to sign their
names and vote on a secret ballot.
Their votes would not be known
until the minutes of the senate were
made public. They also rejected a
motion to cast a secret ballot, in
which their votes would not be available to the public. Finally they
agreed upon a roll call vote.
During the rol 1 cal 1 vote, adocates
of both sides frantically tracked the
senate vote eagerly to learned if
Lambda would receive the mininum
35 votes it needed to be recognized.
After Senate President Chi is
Saranko announced that the resolu-

tion passed, a crowd of spectators
filled the room with cries Of relief
and applause of approval; some
senators, however, were noticeably
upset about the decision. As they
left the senate chambers, one senator shouted, "Fucking queers,
fucking homosexuals, we don't
want them on campus."
Cahn said that the senate recognition of the Lambda Society was a
big issue since a lot was riding on it
in terms of constitutional issues and
gay rights in this state, but she expressed a concern over the fact that

University allows groups to provide information and awareness."
Cahn hopes information and
awareness about alternative
lifestyles can be achieved on a
larger scale, but fears that recognition is only the first step, "Discrimination is very real. Just
because this group has been recognized, doesn't mean that discrimination won't still exist.
Maybe we can't overcome [antigay sentiment] but we can make a
dent."
According to Shell, "It
[Lambda] is mainly a support
group for people who feel discouraged or harassed. You don't
have to worry about being called
a fag or a dyke. All of us were
brought up in a heterosexual environment. It's a rude awakening
and very depressing for some,
especially in a Christian upbringing. You don't have to be alienated. We're not asking you to
condone it, just to accept us."
The Student Organization report submitted to Student Senate
stated, "Membership is open to
all graduate and undergraduate
students. Membership is not determined by sexual orientation."
The group consists of 25 members, both heterosexual and homosexual. Shell will allow anyone
to join the Lambda Society, regardless of sexual orientation.
"Your sexuality will not be discussed," he said.
anti-homosexual senators were using the myths that the organization
was formed around promoting sodomy as the basis of their argument
against the Lambda Society. "There
were a lot of myths flying out there
tonight there were a lot of misconceptions, a lot of pure errors in
terms of what people were saying."
Tuesday morning following the
recognization of the Lambda Society, Almeda Rogers, asociate vice
president for student association,
clarified the Student Handbook section that appears on page 24, section I under the heading of "Student
Regulations." Sheexplained, "Misconduct of a student organization
would be, for example, if student
organization XYZ goes on a conference and destroys the hotel while
they are representing the University. They would fall under that
category of student organization
misconduct . [The rule] does not
have anything to do with the organization itself being formed, or the
purpose of the group," she concluded
"If [the opposition was] using
that as far as a group being recognized then it was being taken out of
context."
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President pro tempore Tom Gressette led th
recognition forces
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Clemson-Carolina rivalry renews Student Senate
Bill passed for
with blood drive competition
Minority Council
Cabinet seat
by Blair Stokes
staff writer

Clemson versus U.S.C. is the
classic college rivalry with the
bloodshed to prove it.
But this battle was not the one
the football players fight; it was the
battle between tfie students —the
7th annual Clemson vs. Carolina
Blood Drive. Coach Ken Hatfield
and Nick Lomax, vice president of
student affairs, joined students in
kicking off the contest Tuesday in
the Palmetto ballroom.
The college with the largest percentage of blood donations will receive a $1,000 scholarship from
that school' sponsoring blood center as well as the right to take home
the Clemson-Carolina cup.
"Of course winning the cup is
nice, but the blood is what's important," said Jon Dukes, publicity
chairman for Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity. A.P.O. sponsored
the drive, which ended Thursday,

by Tyrone Walker
interim asst news editor

Senior Don Burgess gives his share.
in conjunction with Anderson
Memorial's Foothills Regional
Blood Center.
All donors received a free purple
Clemson t-shirt and refreshments.
Clemson won last year's drive,

nidi McGovern/ staff photographer

and the two universities together
collected a total cf 2426 units of
blood.
"We' ve been doing [the contest]
since 1985 and we've won it since
1987," Dukes said.

University to observe World AIDS day
by Nancy Wilde
staff writer
World AIDS Day will be celebrated at Clemson University on
Monday, Dec. 2. According to
Parvin Lewis, a university health
educator, the Clemson Peer Health
Educators and Redfern Health Center will be sponsoring a booth in the
loggia from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. to
provide flyers and information
about AIDS.
In addition, there will be a candle-

light vigil in the evening on Dec. 2.
Participants are to meet in front of
the loggia at 6:45 p.m. Between 7
p.m. and 7:30 p.m., they will walk
from Tillman Hall to Redfern Health
Center, where there will be a ceremony followed by a reception.
Lewis said that all interested students, faculty members, and members of the community are
encouraged to participate in the
World AIDS Day activities.
The actual World AIDS Day is
December 1, but since that day falls

during Thanksgiving vacation,
Lewis said the university decided
to celebrate on Dec. 2.
World AIDS Day is an international event. According to Lewis, it
was started by the World Health
Organization in London in January
of 1988. The puipose of World
AIDS Day is to make people aware
of AIDS and fight against and stop
the spread of the disease. The theme
of World AIDS Day this year is
"Sharing the Challenge."

A bill was passed by a required
two-thirds vote Nov. 18 proposed
to allot a permanent seat on the
president's cabinet for the Minority Council and an additional atlarge seat. The two amendments if
approved will increase the number of cabinet members to 13.
Senate moved out of the regular order of the day to allow Minority Council chairperson, Nicole
Young speak and answer questions about the proposed bill.
She informed the senate about
the minority council's survey early
this semester to obtain input and
recommendations from the minority students. Young also explained the primary reason the
Council was seeking a seat on the
president's cabinet. She said that
the Council communication chain
relies on the vice-president to direct the concerns of the minority
students to the other branches of
student government. She feels that
is not the most efficient way to
explain the needs of minority students. Young believes the cabinet
seat would enhance their efforts
to communicate minority student
concerns throughout Student Government.

Minority Council
chairperson Nicole
Young
Young stated, "The cabinet
seat will bring our image up to
show outside groups and the
groups on campus that we are a
respected organization."
Chris Saranko explained that
the next step of the legislative
procedure, since the bill passed
senate, is that the proposed
amendment must be approved by
the student body in a referendum, during the next student body
elections, by two-thirds of those
voting.
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respect in football
The Florida Citrus Bowl's selection of California as
Clemson's opponent shows the shortsightedness of the
selection officials.
California could be described as a "flash in the pan"
team due to the team's lack of bowl appearances the
last few years. Should Clemson beat the Golden Bears,
the so-called "experts" will only say that Cal played a
soft schedule and was not as good as its record indicated. Should Cal win, the experts will say that they
failed to play a
truly topflight team
in Clemson. Either
way, Clemson and
the ACC lose.
The Citrus Bowl officials
should not be so shortsighted
In addition, the
in choosing it's representative
Citrus Bowl's deal
teams.
to bring the runnerup in the Big Ten
to Orlando starting in 1993 is also a short-sighted
arrangement which officials were pressured into by the
move the alliance of the Fiesta, Cotton, Sugar and
Orange Bowls to determine a national champion.
The Big Ten's runner-up is playing in the Holiday
Bowl this year. Iowa is the representative, and Big Ten
members are criticizing the move because the
Hawkeyes are a top ten team and could probably have
garnered a major bowl bid and more money for the
conference. Most likely, the criticism will be the same
next year, except the ACC will be the target, not the
WAC (whose champion hosts the Holiday Bowl).
Last year, the ACC sent five tearns to bowl games.
The conference piled up a 3-1-1 record, causing one
sportscaster to take back all the negative comments he
had made about ACC football. Unfortunately, those
comments are back in full force this year, and it does
not appear they will stop any time soon.
The addition of Florida State next year will help the
ACC, but if league officials keep making mistakes like
these two, it will be a long time before the conference
sheds its basketball-only image and gains respect for
football.

Clemson vs. California

Our Position:

The Tiger Letter Policy
All letters to the editor must be no longer
than two pages, typed double-space, and
must include the author's correct name and
ID number, address, and a phone number
by which the author's identity can be verified.
The Tiger welcomes letters to the editor.
We do, however, reserve the right to edit
letters before they are published on the
editorial pages. We also reserve the right to
reject any letters that we find inappropriate
for publication.
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o Editorial
Editor, P.O. Box 2097, or bring them by the
offices at Suite 906 of the University Union.
Letters must be typed and received no later
than 1 p.m. on the Wednesday prior to that
Friday's issue.
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Ulterior motives shaped debate
If you listened to the senators on
the anti-recognition side of the argument over the vote for the Lambda
Society Monday night, you would
be inclined to think that the students of this campus are the most
protected group of people on this
campus:
"I think my constituents would
agree that this group is not the kind
we want for this campus of ours."
"I have to look out for the welfare of my constituents."
"I want to do what's right for the
University and its students."
Now, I do agree with the principle of their statements. Students
are the only people on this campus
who have to actually pay to come
here, and their well-being should
be of utmost importance to more
people than it sometimes seems.
But all this brotherly love that everyone seemed to be saying was
their motivation is a load of baloney.
Pure and simple, a lot of people
jumped on the Lambda bandwagon
to try and lay foundations for their
careers after college. Or they used
this opportunity to "make a stand"
and perhaps look good to observers
from outside our campus. Face it,
there are a lot of wanna-be politicians, activists, andjournalists who
have tried to use the issue to make
their careers.
I include my own potential profession because, it is true, this is the
kind of story you get only once in a

TERRY
MANNING
EDITORIN-CHIEF
lifetime. Hew often does a college
journalist get to cover a story of
such ground-breaking importance?
With such visibly polarized opponents? That ends up in the professional media? That you get to scoop
the pros in covering?
I really believe in the rights of
the Lambda Society to meet. I really believe that what the College
Republicans were doing was sleazy.
In other words, I really was trying
to make The Tiger an agent of social change. (For the good, I think.)
But this story has been a boost to
my journalistic background; I think
The Tiger has done a fair job in
covering it. But what about everyone else? Will they admit their ulterior motives?
I tell you, if you could have seen
all the neckties, designer sweaters
and oh-so carefully prepared statements, you would have thought
CNN was covering last Monday's
senate meeting. (In fact, there was a
rumor that CNN was indeed sending a crew to cover the debate). The
filibusting was of such an overblown, blustery nature I thought I

had somehow been transported to
C-SPAN.
But what of some of the advocates behind the scenes? I do think
that the College Republicans were
earnestly concerned about a gay
rights group coming to campus. I
cannot shake the feeling, though,
that Dave Woodard, their adviser,
, was orchestrating the whole thing.
Read the article i n last week's Tiger
on page two about the Republicans.
How many times do you see
"Woodard said.... Burns agreed." ?
Woodard seemed to be setting the
agenda for the whole attack.
But the Lambda Society does
not get off totally clean, either. Their
adviser even admits that the decision Monday will have a lot of
effect on future cases concerning
gay rights in this state. The cynic in
me whispers that if something does
come up, her name will come up at
least a time or two as a commentator on the case:
And what's better for the budding activist than taking on a centuries-old institution over minority
rights and winning? I didn't call
"The
Advocate"
(a
gay
newsmagazine) when the arrests
were made at Twelve Mile. Who
did?
I'd prefer to admire Cahn's conviction, and the conviction of all the
others in the Lambda Society, for
standing up for what they believe
in. And that's what I'm gonna do.
But some times I wonder....

tEip Htger
E. MANNING
editor-in-chief
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Speaking Out

Vince Abio/ staff photographer

QUESTION:

Child
development
thanks Sigma Chi

What do you think would be the best way to stop the spread of AIDS?

Deal editor,
On behalf of the children, staff, and board of directors of the
Clemson Child Development Center, I'd like to thank the Sigma
Chi fraternity for their generous donation of $2500 towards our
building renovation fund. Thanks also to the Clemson students who
participated in Derby Days, during which this money was raised.
It's worth noting that this effort really produced $5000, since we
have been awarded a dollar-for-dollar matching grant from the
Governor's office.
Chris Cox
CCDC Board President

Final thoughts on the
Lambda issue
Dear editor,
As a student involved with many aspects of this University I can
no longer sit by and watch the College Republicans use fear and
other unwarranted practices to deny students and all people of their
basic constitutional rights. It is my understanding that the Lambda
Society is a group of students that support the rights of all people,
not just homosexuals. This group does not discriminate because of
race, nationality, gender or sexual orientation, and thereby qualifies
them as a group that the University can officially recognize.
The Republicans claim their actions are within legal boundaries.
In my opinion, even if their actions are legal they are ethically and
morally corruptive to our society. Mr. Bailey and Mr. Burns should
be condemned for their racist and sexual comments in last week's
Tiger where they made inferences that this group would have
similar goals as such organizations as the Ku Klux Klan or a so
called "rape club," and that their funds would be spent on such
things as a "film series." Perhaps Mr. Bailey and Mr. Bums are not
totally at fault, after all their advisor Mr. Woodard endorses and
encourages their actions and discriminatory practices. One would'
hope that any official University advisor would eliminate personal
biases and feelings from their duty to the club or organization. It is
apparent that Mr. Woodard cannot do this and has fallen below the
standards of what a University Advisor should be and represent.
I would like to applaud The Tiger, the Redfern sponsored Peer
and Sexuality Educators, and the Young Democrats for their ethical
stand on these issues. Mr. Burns claims that this group would not
uphold the good image of Clemson University, I say the College
Republicans demean the rights of all human beings and tarnish the
institution they claim to protect. Fellow students, is this going to be
the future of Clemson University? Only you can make that decision.
Fred Wich
Dear editor,
The recent issue of homosexuals being recognized on campus
has caused me to do a lot of thinking about where I stand on the
issue. After reading last week's The Tiger and listening to the debate
in the Student Senate Monday night, I have to say that I still oppose
the recognition of the Lambda Society and I am disappointed by the
senate's vote to recognize them.
I have nothing personal against the members of the Society and it
is not them personally I oppose. What I oppose is university
recognition of the group, and 1 oppose it for two reasons. First of all,
homosexuality is wrong - plain and simple. It is obvious to anyone
who has ever had biology that homosexual relations are just not
natural. It encourages behavior that is not acceptable to the large
majority of Clemson students. Case in point, the holes in the walls
of bathroom stalls on campus. I'm sure their puipose is not for
ventilation. Heterosexual sex is rarely advertised or commonplace in
public restrooms and on public beaches, homosexual sex is. This
kind of behavior should not be tolerated.
Second, it creates the potential for a Pandora's Box of problems
that may open up on Clemson's campus in the future. I do not doubt
that the current members of the Society are decent people, but I fear
what may occur here that has frequently occurred elsewhere ROTC protests, Gay pride week and violent marches on campus.
This has happened elsewhere, and may someday happen here.
Those who spoke in favor of the Society used arguments that
were completely irrelevant to the situation - the comparison to
racism and Harvey Gantt, for instance. Homosexuals are not denied
enrollment at Clemson like blacks were. They are not legally denied
jobs or education because of their sexual orientation. They have far
more rights than blacks at that time had. They do, however, practice
illegal acts (in public) - Mr. Gantt did not. Their lifestyles are
morally offensive to many people - Mr. Gantt's was not. The
comparison is inaccurate and completely irrelevant.
They said that we would be denying them their basic rights. Not
so. They already have the right to assemble. They have the right to
apply for recognition. The student senate, similarly, has a right to
deny that recognition.
Proponents of the Society accused the College Republicans of
intimidation by wanting to print the votes of the senators - something done routinely for the U.S. Congress. This was called "duty
politics." But when the ACLU was called in, promising to rile suit if
the group was denied, nothing was said. This is intimidation on a
grand scale. This was clearly an attempt to suppress the rights of
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To educate the public about the effectiveness of condoms during sexual
encounters.
Rodney M. Green
senior

To p ictice safe sex by using condoms.

Wrap that rascal.
Chuck Miller
freshman

Carter Payne
junior

Greeks corrupt student government
Student Government is in a crisis;
one that is not a result of bad student
government but of poor student government leadership.
Student government is a necessary
link between the student body and the
administration; therefore, the
administration's image of student government is important since government
leaders are those who communicate the
needs of the student body to the administration.
Bad judgment on the part of individuals who fill the leadership positions in turn make student government
look bad. The lost credibility on the part
of student government will decrease
the effectiveness by which it can satisfy
needs of the student body.
Two years ago, a student body president resigned because he was arrested
for DUI. Already this year, a student
service chairperson, an appointed member or the president's cabinet, was arrested for stealing money, and last week,
the student government attorney general, also an appointed member of the
president's cabinet, was arrested for the
alleged first degree criminal sexual assault on a female student.
When we understand that our student government leaders arc products
of the greek system, then it is not difficult to understand why student government leadership is in a crisis. While
greeks compose only 23 percent of student body, they hold more than 50 percent of the student government
leadership positions.
These numbers are not representative of the student body, morevcr, the
majority of the campus who are not
greek are being governed without representation. The overwhelming presence of Greeks in Student Government
suggests a problem.
The Un versity does not have a problem in the lack of a pool of good leaders,
instead, the problem with student government leadership on this campus lies
in the election process.
Onesignificanlrelauonshipbelwcen
the so called leaders, other than their
alleged unlawful activities, is the fact
that they are members of greek organi-
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zations.
Recently, a classmate who is to a
sorority member explained that these
students who are outgoing tend to seek
membership in Greek organizations,
this same characteristic also means seeking leadership positions such as the
ones in Student Government.
Her argument is not convincing,
because it would suggest the characteristic that makes the 67 percent of the
student body, who are not. affiliated
with greek organization, not seek membership also prevent them from obtaining leadership roles in student
government. In addition, if her observation was accurate, we would also
have to believe the same characteristic
that encouraged a fraternity, at the University of Virginia, to hire two women
to perform lesbian sex to each other in
front of an audience of the fraternity's
rushees, is the same characteristic that
encourages them to seek positions in
student government.
The most revealing facts involve
the elected position of student body
president. A student cannot dare to
O^eam of being student body president
at Clemson University unless "he" is a
member of a greek organization. The
last three student body presidents were
members of fraternities demonstrating
the influence of the greeks as the largest
special interest group.
This fact suggests that competency
and achievement mean nothing, the only
criterion for lcadershipposilions in Student Government is greek affiliation.
Only students involved in special
interest groups have reason to invest
lime and energy in the election process.
Most students realize that student government decisions do not influence their

lives, as a result, most of these students
feel they have no reason to participate
in the election process.
The University's decent leadership,
potential leaders who are not affiliated
with the greek system, are not getting
an opportunity because they arc being
intimidated by the concentration of the
Greek vote.
The Greeks are the most from investing effort into the election process.
Their reward is a government leader
who is going to pursue matters that arc
in greeks' best interests as well as one
who makes appointments to key leadership positions within student government.
Debt generated by successful campaigns are compensated with the appointment of greeks into significant
leadership positions within student government. After the election in spring of
this year, 7 out of 12 significant appointed leadership positions were filled
with greeks.
The result of this grossly disproportional number of greeks is the surfacing
of the problems that plague the greek
system in Student Government. Student Government has been transformed
into an extension of the greek system;
no more than a puppet that perpetuates
the wishes of the greeks, while at the
same time sullen the reputation of the
student body.
This decay in student government
should not be viewed as a reflection oi
the Clemson University student body
as a whole, but instead as a reflection on
the type o( individuals who are affiliated with the Greek system.
"James Christopher Stephens, a student government leader, is charged with
reported assault of a female student"
read a subheading of a local newspaper,
the subheading should have read "James
Christopher Stephens, a greek leader, is
charged with rape of a freshman student." This places the blame more accurately and saves the image of student
government in the eyes of the administration, students and the public outside
of the university. Presently, student
Government has a bad odor originating
from rotten leadership supplied from
the greeks

Viewpoints

see LETTERS, page six
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Letters,
from page five
senators to vote as they felt.
But the Lambdas have been
recognized. At least the debate is over.
My fear is that the University will one
day regret this vote. I truly hope that
nothing adverse will come of it.
Homosexuality is unnatural and
wrong. University recognition will not
change that. One senator said that
morality had nothing to do with the
issue, but it does. Denial of morality in
legislation has produced the kind of
behavior we see today in the U.S.
Congress. This country was founded
upon certain moral codes that are
systematically being destroyed by
liberal politics. Granted, homosexuality has been recognized by other
institutions in the past. But history
does not make things right or wrong,
history is made up of rights and
wrongs. Condoning or recognizing
homosexuality is one of those wrongs.
Scott Moore
Dear editor,
The College Republicans
(aka, Dave Woodard's Trained Pit
Bulls) now not only insist you
demonstrate upper class status by
wearing a coat and lie to meetings, but
seem hellbent on showing themselves
the party of hatred, fear and bigotry
their detractors have so often

suspected them to be. From a party
whose first president got famous for
urging "malice toward none... charity
for all," heck for a party that ever
managed to elect Abraham Lincoln,
what a sad comedown!
' In the face of all their bullying, one
can only salute the students of the
Lambda society for Iheir almost
unimaginable courage in confronting
the homophobia endemic to this
campus.

The Student Alumni Council and the
Alumni Association would like to recognize
the newly elected SAC officers...
Lance Burnett - President
Sharron Plymale - Vice President
Rob Evans - Secretary
Mark DuBose - Treasurer
Amy Louthan - Public Relations

Thomas Russell
Dear editor.
The whining and crying of the
liberals at Clcmsorr University is
becoming very annoying. I am sick of
seeing people criticize the College
Republicans for fighting something
that they believe is wrong. If the
student senators who support the
Lambda Society and the founding
members of the society are afraid to
have their names made public then
they must not believe very strongly in
their "just" cause for a gay student
group. If a person truly believes in
something then he will stand by that
belief no matter what the consequences.
I find it atrocious that the Student
Senate would even consider allowing
a club that advocates illegal activity.
The homosexuals can complain that
the laws are unfair, but they have no
right what-so-ever to break the law. If

see LETTERS,
page eight

Congratulations!
Since 1984
Now Introducing
DISCOUNT DAYS!
Every Tuesday
$2.00 OFF ALL
HAIRCUTS
Walk-ins Welcome

Rentals / Sales
Lots
Homes
Townhomes
Apartments
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FAMILY HAIRSTYLING

DISCOUNT DAYS!
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$5.00 OFF PERMS
COLORS
HIGHLIGHTS

654-6555

Parking Available
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$2.00 OFF

$5.00 OFF
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HAIRCUT
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- One Discount per service -

358 College Avenue Downtown
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for

Books

"Exam Week Prices" BeginThurs. Dec. 5th
(Bring picture I.D.)

Student Bookstore & Supply Center
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After I plugged
it in, everything
clicked for me."

If you never thought anything that started with IBM could he easy to
use, an IBM Personal System will change all that.
With preloaded, user-friendly software like Microsoft"
Windows" 3.0, just turn it on and you'll be ready to
work—polishing off term papers, moving text and
graphics with the click of a mouse. Work can he—fun.
IBM offers a variety of Selected Academic Solutions*a range of PS/2" and PS/1 " models to choose From;
And with special student prices and affordable loari

payments** they're even easv to buy.
Act now and you'll get a special Bonus Pack* worth
over $1,000 in savings on air travel, phone calls.
software and more. Vm probably didn t
expect that,either. Well.you learn something new everv dav. Alter all, isn t that
what college is all about'.'' \ isit vour
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campus outlet to find out how to
make an IBM Personal System
dick for yon.

JH

IBM PS/2 SHOW
LOGGIA Monday Nov. 25 9 am - 4 ptn
Prizes and Giveaways

are a\ailatne through partu ipating campus outlets. IBM
IhesolBM Seio, l.vl •VademicSulutii
•This otter is available to nonprofit higher education institutions their students taoulk and si,ill as well as lononpiolitk t;'institutions thou taouih and;
Authorized PC Dealers certited to remarke. Selected Academic Solutions,,, IBM! 800 K-J73WO
suicsnhcvMoavailnhiliK uudlBMmavAilhdiav. the.„,e, al
I...
«"»"«;'' PS 2L™ lorba # » ho^^ow$ 500 SaOOOtllK Bonus
Pack expires December 31.1991. IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks.,nd PS f,s a ,,udom.vk,,l International Business Machines Coipo,,^
' '991 IBM Corp
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Letters,
from page six
they disagree with the law then they
should use legal means to advocate a
change. Soliciting sex in a park will
certainly not help their cause.
In the Nov.15 issue of The Tiger
Denis Paz, Professor of History, very
incorrectly stated that the College
Republicans were trying to impose
political correctness on student
organizations. I regret to inform
Professor Paz, but the mere concept of
political correctness is considered
ludicrous by anyone who considers
himself a Republican. Professor Paz
is correct in stating that "there is no
room at Clemson University for
political correctness." I am sure that
many of the people who advocate a
gay group behind closed doors, but are
scared of having their support made
public, are merely playing the PC
liberal agenda of the nineties.
1 am in total opposition of the
formation of a gay group, and I am
sure that a majority of the student
body is also in opposition to the
formation of this group. Why not
issue a referendum and allow the
student body to have a voice in the

EDUCATION
FORM
KEALWORID
Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

□ Interamerican Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
Q Soviet and East
European Studies
□ Middle East Studies
□ International Relations
□ International Business
Management
□ International Security
and Conflict
□ Comparative
Development
0 International Economics
Apply by February 1 for
assistantships and other
financial aid.

ftNorth- South Center
H/« W 1 M t I I T T
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Students who are interested
in Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room # 351
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173
UNIVERSITY OF

matter? We cannot stand by and watch
as our University slowly changes into
another liberal University where
"political correctness" plays a stronger
role than the education of the students.
I urge the student body to express its
opposition to a gay student group, not
because of a dislike of homosexuals,
but because of a belief in what we
consider correct - morally and legally.
The liberals can label me as a
"gay-basher" or they can say how
close-minded I am, but at least I am
not scared of having my views made
public. 1 refuse to stand back in the
shadows of "political correctness" as
an attempt is made to advocate illegal
and immoral acts. I urge the rest of
the student body, along with the
Student Senate, to think about the
long-term consequences of allowing a

gay group. If we allow this to happen
then we will set a precedent for
allowing any group that claims
discrimination to have a right to form
a club on campus. We cannot let
Clemson University turn into a liberal
playground where the children claim
that others do not play fairly. We
must stop this problem before it starts.
We cannot stand by and let the image
of Clemson University flow into the
gutter.
Wesley Locklair
Dear editor,
The reasoning behind the namecalling and ridiculous parallels (KKK,
a hypothetical "Rape Club") in last

TYPERIGHT
Typing Service
Convenient/Fast Service
Rubin Square 653-7901

equality and civil rights, and to
educate the Clemson community
about gays, lesbians or gay and lesbian
lifestyles. We are open to blacks and
whites, unlike Clemson's almost
entirely segregated fraternity and
sorority system, a system which also
discriminates overwhelmingly against
gays.
We hope the Lambda society will,
through education and enlightenment,
eventually end the reign of terror of
homophobia which Clemson
University now suffers.
Steven Cox
Natalie Puri
Wade C. Bishop
Bryan Cody
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AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one of our
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savings plans for off-campus students, the SelectSaver™ Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code

you call most often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents

a minute, weekdays? □ And now AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just

enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and any

European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. □ So let us help you choose the

savings plan that's right for you. And then try your luck at our. Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

To sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, call
1800 654-0471, Ext. 7437. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"
Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.

AT&T

• Includes continental U.S., Alaska, Hawait, Puerto Rico and the U.S Virgin Islands. Savings based on calls over 56 miles Actual savings potential
depends on subscriber calling patterns. Processing fee of $2 00 applies Day rates apply from 8 am to 5 pm
©1991 AT&T
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Fax Service

week's issue o(The Tiger stem from a
lack of knowledge and understanding
of homosexuals. It's this misunderstanding which keeps the hatred alive
and well. Only the misunderstood or
unknown can remain hated.
In this light, The Tiger must be
commended on its evenhanded
discussion in last weeks issue, and its
admirable decision not to aid College
Republican terrorism and intimidation
by refusing to print names of
members, or of senators who voted to
recognize the organization. (In fact,
anyone interested can check the names
of Lambda members from student
government.)
The Lambda society is open to
homosexuals, lesbians, bisexuals,
heterosexuals who wish to support

1. To enter, handprint your name, address, phone number and zip code on an official entry form or a plain piece of paper
Official entry forms can be found in the October 31st, 1991 issue ol Rolling Stone, Ihe October 18th, 1991 issue of
Entertainment Weekly, the November 1991 issue of US magazine, the November/December 1991 issue of U The National
College Newspaper and the Fall issue of Directory ol Classes You may enter BS often as you wish, but each entry must be
mailed separately to AT&T "IT CAN HAPPEN TO WE" SWEEPSTAKES. PO. Box 4870. Grand Central Station. New York, NY
10163. All entries musl be received by December 30.1991
2. Winner* will be selected in a random drawing from among all entries received. Drawing will be
conducted on or about January 15,1992 by MediaAmerica, Inc., an independent organization whose
decisions are final on all matters relating to this sweepstakes. (1) Grand Prize: A 4 day/3 night trip for
two to see the concert of winner's choice anywhere in the continental U.S.,including roundtrip coach air
transportation to and from the nearest major city, first class hotel accommodations, hotel and airport
transfers, tickets to the concert, backstage/VIP passes, limousine service to and from the concert, meal
allowance and sightseeing; plus a 5-day/4-night trip for two to see the concert of winner's choice
anywhere in Euro pe, including roundtrip coach air transportation to and from the nearest major city, first
class hotel accommodations, hotel and airport transfers, tickets to the concert, backstage/ VIP passes,
limousine service to and from the concert, meal allowance, and sightseeing, plus one year's worth of
AT&T Long Distance Service awarded as S800 in AT&T Long Distance Gift Certificates and an AT&T
Cordless Phone (total approximate retail value of Grand Prize = 115,940.00); (15) First Prizes: An AT&T
Cordless Phone, $25 in AT&T Long Distance Gift Certificates and five compact discs of winner's choice
(total retail value = $200). All prizes will be awarded and winners notified by mail. Trips subject to
availability and confirmation of reservations and must be taken by December 31,1992.Choice of concert
.locations is subject to artists' performance schedules, availability of tickets and backstage/VIP passes,
and final approval by MediaAmerica, Inc. Limit of one prize per person. Prizes are non transferable and no
substitutions or cash equivalents are allowed. Taxes, if any, are the responsibility of the individual
winners.Grand Prize Winner and travel companion maybe esked to execute an affidavit of eligibility and
release. Grand Prize Winner and travel companion consent to the use of their names and likenesses
for publicity or trade purposes without further compensation. No responsibility is assumed for lost,
misdirected or late entries or mail.
3. Sweepstakes open to residents of the US.. 18 years of age or older, except employees and their families of AT&T, its
affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising agencies, MEDIAAMERICA, INC. and their program suppliers This offer is void
wherever prohibited, and sub|ed to all lederal. state and local laws
4. For a list of winners, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: AT&T "IT CAN HAPPEN TO ME"
WINNERS LIST, P.O. Box 5019,Grand Central Station, New York,NY 10163 by January 30th, 1992.
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Enter the AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes.
To enter, complete this form and mail to:
AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes,
Box 2501, Cedar Grove, New Jersey 07009-2501

Name (Please Print)
College
Address
City
■
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FLUOR, from page one
and general manager in the
company's Greenville operation
and now vice president at Fluor
Daniel in California.
"Establishing our company's
name on a key building at a major
university moves us up one more
level of professional respect and
esteem," Mazilly said. "The fact
that the facility will be dedicated to
the premise of innovation in our
industry couldn't be better aligned
with our own focus and direction."
Clemson' s College of Engineering grants more than two-thirds of
the engineering degrees in the state
on both the undergraduate and
graduate levels and has been cited

by U.S. News and World Report
magazine as one of the top up-andcoming engineering programs in
the nation.
The 100,000-square-foot building will house the mechanical engineering and electrical and computer
engineering departments and the
Center for Advanced Manufacturing, all currently located in overcrowded Riggs Hall.
"Our vision is to be the best, not
just one of the best," said Jennett.
"That's why this partnership with
the people at Fluor Daniel is so
exhilarating. Fluor Daniel represents the best in so many aspects of
the engineering profession."

SYSTEM, from page one
any such priority scheduling. A
student with extenuating circumstances, such as a graduating senior, may petition the department
in question to get a class that may
be closed out.
Once the set registration period
has ended, any student who has not
yet registered, or who wishes to
make a schedule change, may do
so on the computer at any time up
until approximately one week before the start of the semester. Students will have until August 7 to
make any changes to their Fall,
1992 schedules, for example. Any
students wishing to make changes

later than that will have to do so
through the traditional route on
registration day, however. The
need for a registration day at the
beginning of each term will still
exist, "because there will still be
problems to solve and people who
didn't early register for whatever
reason," said Smith. It is possible
that that will not always be the
case.
It is hoped that the changes will
be effective in easing the scheduling problems that students often
face. "I'm really excited about it
and I want it to work," S mi th stated.

9PORTO
•GEHUIHE LEATHER UPPERS .REMOVEABLE IHSOLE
-THERHOLITE IHSULATIOK -WATERPROOF RUBBER
IITTIHS .CORRUGATED DESIGN RUBBER SOLE WITH
MOLDED HEEL »BRASS EYELETS.
KOHHUT - LOW TOP
Hoaens
Olive or Navy

$29.95
Hens
Olive or Brown

I

$30.95
KENNEBUKK - HIGH TOP
Colors sane as above
Womens

$33.95
Hens

$35.95
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GREAT OUTDOORS
3440 Clemson Blvd. 225-5283

Anderson

Free Health Club
Membership
In exchange for working 3
hours a week in club. Training available. Prefer fitness
knowledgeable students.

Call Frank

At
Total Fitness
654-3066

"BreaJjp

6illia.rds&<good times \/^

* 75* Longnecks
* $1.00 Longnecks

4-6:00pm
4-8:00pm

* Ladies always play free on Tuesday
* Special afternoon pool prices
Open 7 Days A Week
Highway 93 Across from Tiger Mart

Call For
December
Band Schedule

654-7649

iMattwCard)

Last Big Blowout
Before Thanksgiving
Monday Monday Monday
Nov. 25
Root Doctor
You've heard them before
Come see them again
Mezcal Tequila Party In Progress
Eat The Worm And Earn Your Certificate

654-3736

Private Club
Members and Guests Only
18 To Think
21 To Drink

Wanted: Director of
Student Services
Student Government is looking for anew Student
Service Director who will manage current services,
such as refrigerator rentals, legal aid, kiosk postings,
and develop new services for our student body.
Any student interested in gaining experience running
a business marketing program and participating in
Student Government please come by the student
Government office or call 656-2195.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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The Student Government Newsletter
I hope you will take the time to read this page. I believe you will find that Student Government is
involved in an assortment of issues and events and hope that you will feel that we are representing
your interests effectively. We have addressed concerns about the quality of our education by raising
such issues as class size and student-faculty interaction. We have argued for the improvement of parking conditions and the registration system. In our small community, students are affected by the decisions of the city of Clemson, therefore we have staffed several important city meetings and have bettered relationships with city leaders in an attempt to improve relations with the city and its citizens. I
hope you find these and other issues you read about worthy of our attention.
Sincerely,
Greg Horton, Clemson University Student Body President
Activities
We are planning more fundraisers
so that we can give more money to
local and national charities. More
activities have been planned for cosponsorship with the University
Union in order to make better use of
the resources available to students.
For example, coming up in December is the Holiday Spectacular, cosponsored by Student Government,
the Union, and Order of Omega.
There will be Christmas carol singa-longs as well as photo opportunities with the ever-popular Santa and
Mrs. Claus. Activities have been
planned to improve relationships between the faculty, staff, and students.
Other objectives are to promote
knowledge of Clemson University
and of the Student Government. We
are always looking for fresh, new
and innovative ideas, so feel free to
contact Cam Turner, Activities Chairperson.
Organizations
Organizations is a new position
within Student Government and it
exists for the purpose of improving
communications between organizations on campus and Student Government. We were proud to sponsor
Organizations Day '91, and give the
students an opportunity to become
more involved. Currently, one of
our main goals is to form a network
of communication between the organizations themselves, and to publish an organizational newsletter that
will update the students on upcoming events. Already implemented is
a mailbox system in Student Government offices which allows the
organizations to communicate
amongst themselves as well as with
Student Government.
Research and Development
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Perhaps one of the most exciting
projects we are working on is the establishment of a student Cable TV station on campus. Not only will this
enable us to provide a "bulletinboard"
to announce upcoming events, but may
also in the future allow us to produce
shows and increase services to students. We are also in the process of
putting together the first ever comprehensive faculty evaluation booklet. Be
sure to look for your copy next fall.
Greek Liaison
With the growing concern for the Greek
system on campus, this committee has
been formed in order to better relations between Greeks, non-Greeks,
Faculty, and the citizens of Clemson.
We feel it is imperative to improve the
Greek image and to better communicate the needs of the Fraternities and
Sororities to Student Government.
Minority Council
First and foremost, the Minority Council is seeking a seat on the Student
Body President's Cabinet so that we
may effectively communicate the needs
of the minority students on campus.
We are currently taking steps to discover the specific needs of our constituents. We have sponsored events
such as the Minority Reception and the
Minority Council Cookie Break so that
we may constantly be aware of events
and situations which affect the minority students.
PR/ Communications
Obviously, our most important task is
to make the students aware of current
events on campus and in Student Government. We sponsor a radio show
("The Hot Seat") on WSBF, and are
also responsible for the "Student
Voice," the newsletter you are now
enjoying. We also believe that it is
important to have good communica-
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tions with outside news sources so that
we may publicize the many exciting and
interesting issues and events around us.
Student Government Council
How about a "Spring Fling?" The SG
Council, in conjunction with the Greek
Liaison Committee, is researching the
possibility of a campus-wide Spring
Fling event. Our purpose is not only to
support Student Government, but we
are able to bring new ideas, concepts,
and programs to life.
Student Senate
We deal with nearly every aspect of student life, administrative issues, and have
input on committees that affect the entire campus. We have been working to
establish a "dead week," or the week
prior to exams in which no tests or major
assignments are given. Also we've been
working with Research and Development on the issue of teacher evaluations.
It is always important for us to have
student input and we are always willing
to listen. If you feel that you have any
concerns or ideas that you would like to
voice, please contact a Student Senator
or Chris Saranko at the Student Government office.

Student Government is looking for a
new Student Services Director who
will manage current services, such as
refrigerator rentals, kiosk postings,
legal aid, and develop new services for
our student body.
Any student interested in gaining
experience running a business,
marketing programs, and participating
in Student Government, please come
by the Student Government office or
call us at 656-2195.
"Student Government: Your opportunity
to make a difference!"
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Group requests disaster
relief fund for victims
of war-torn Yougoslavia
Special to The Tiger
from The YU Relief Group

FREE GUIDE TO SPRIN6 BREAK '92
ou're Invited to
the 30th
Anniversary Party at
the World's #1
Spring Break
Destination, on the
Hottest beach on earth,
Feb. 22-Aprill9, 1992!

and seek shelter in still peaceful
areas of Yugoslavia. These people
have been forced to leave behind
their property, and to runaway with
few personal item's.For this reason
we are asking you to help us in
collecting monetary funds to be distributed to those people. In order to
accomplish this, your checks can
be made payable to THE AMERICAN RED CROSS, with memo:
Croatian Relief Parcels. This
money will be used to buy food
packages to be sent to the displaced
people of Croatia. Any amount is
welcome.
At Clemson University donations are collected at these places:
* Lee Hall - Receptionist Desk
(responsible: Lejla Zejnilovic)
* Jordan Hall - Room 227 (responsible: Diana Bebek)
* Jordan Hall - Room G04 (responsible: Elvis Gasparini)
* Union Information Desk (receipts available)
* Or mail donations to: Office of
Intl. Prog, and Serv., Attn.:YU
Relief, E-208 Martin Hall, Clem
son U., Clemson, S.C. 29634-5122

Over the past few years, we
have been witnessing great political changes expanding over most
Eastern European countries. Even
though the people of these countries are not economically prosperous, and they face enormous
challenges, they do see a brighter
future in their new, democratically elected governments. But in
the midst of so much change, Yugoslavia, due to its great ethnic,
religious and cultural diversity,
has found itself lagging behind
other nations in its quest for democracy and freedom, and today
a brutal war is the cause of much
suffering and anguish among parts
of the population of Croatia, one
of Yugoslavia's six republics.
This war started as groups of
ethnic Serbs, living in Croatia,
opposed the new government
elected in May of 1990. They
claimed that the majority party of
this government, the Croatian
Democrat ic Union (CDU), would
enforce, or had already enforced,
state terrorism against the Serbian
minority in Croatia, which constitutes about 12 percent of the entire
Croat population. The leaders of
the Serbian minority also demanded that those Croatian regions where Serbs are a local
majority, detach from Croatia, and
become either independent, or join
the republic of Serbia.
The Croatian Government denied, and still denies, allegations
of state terrorism, and refuses to
give up any territory which is currently under its administration.
The new Croatian constitution (accepted by the Croatian Parliament
in December 1990), guarantees
all rights to every minority in
Croatia. Also the Croatian government, in an attempt to avoid
further conflicts between its forces and those of the ethnic Serbs,
has ageed on discussing on any
aspects of local autonomy, ex cept
land concessions. Unfortunately,
mutual diffidence hinders any successful talks, and no pacific solutions have been reached yet.
In the past months, the
Yugoslav People's Army (YPA),
which earlier recognized the
Croatian government, has declared
war to Croatia, and is relentlessly
attacking Croatian targets. These
targets are mostly civilian objects,
since the Croatian forces are relatively new, have no major bases,
and are defending cities and villages. Only recently, theses forces
have captured heavy military
equipment (including tanks and
other armored vehicles), from the
YPA.
Aboutfoi ty percentof the YPA
bases in Croatia have been taken
over by the Croatian forces and
most of the remaining bases have
been surrounded and denied supply of water, electricity and telephone communications. The
YPA, suffering large desertions,
has been condemning this act and
has carried out retaliatory actions
against Croatian targets. The
Croatian government has jus tified
this operation because it no longer
could afford the YPA freely moving on its territory, and supplying
the Serbian fighters with weapons
and ammunition, which were used
to bombard Croatian villages.
The result of this war is the loss
of entire villages and towns, thousands of homes, historical and cultural sites, and, most importantly,
of hundreds of lives. Moreover,
more than ^00,000 refugees,
mostly Serbs and Croats, have
been forced to leave their homes,
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Call 1-800-854-1234
for your FREE
30th Anniversary
Official Spring
Break 1992 Guide!
DESTINATION DAYTON A
Convention & Visitor's Bureau
P.O. Box410
Dnvtonn Bench, IT 32115

Right
Macintosh
Right price.
Right now
Macintosh Classic®System.

Macintosh LCSystem.

Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular computers and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

Macintosh Ilsi System.

What's more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
So come in right now and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special
savings last only through January 5,1992.

For further information visit
The Micro Center in the basement
of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714
© lLW] Apple Computer, Inc Apple, [lie Apple logo and Macintosh arc registered trademarks of Apple Computer, lnc Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc.
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Jack Daniels Original Short Courses:
Beginning Shagging Nov. 24 & 25
Silver Coronet Band
6pm-7pm $12
*

Monday, November 25
8:00 pm Tillman
$8.00 adult
$6.00 student
Less than 100 tickets

Intermediate Shagging Nov. 24 & 25
5pm-6pm $12

left!

Ballroom Dance Nov. 24 & 25
7pm-8pm $12
Sign up at Info Desk!

College Bowl 1991 Double
Elimination Tournament:

Airport Shuttle
Special Rates For These Dates,
Only $15
Thanksgiving:

Second Round - Wednesday
December 4 - 7pm-10pm
Finals - Thursday
December 5 7pm
Student Senate Chambers
Support your favorite team!

Wed. Nov. 27
To Airport
Sun. Dec. 1
From Airport
(Deadline Fri., Nov. 22)
Christmas:
To Airport
Sat., Dec. 14
To Airport
Sun., Dec. 15
From Airport
Sun., Jan. 5
(Deadline Fri., Dec. 6)

Get involved in Clemson's
Christmas Tradition!
• Pictures with Santa
Tues., Wed. Dec. 3, 4
10-2 in loggia
• Christmas Singalong
Thursday Dec. 5
• Delivered Giant Hershey Kisses
On Sale Thurs., Fri. & Mon.
Nov. 21, 22 and 25
CDCC would like to thank the
workers and audience who
helped make the November 16,1991
*
fly. /Jj£. {hur<igrnii<;

Chinese Golden Dragon
Acrobats and Magicians
January 22, 1992
Early Bird Ticket Sale, One
Day Only!
Tues., Nov. 26 12:00 - 4:30
General Public $8
Students / Sr. Citizen $6

Movies:
Friday and Saturday

7 or 9:15

Boyz in the Hood
Only $2

concert a huge success.
Stay tuned for
Spring concerts.
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Sunday Free Flick 7 or 9:15

Fatal Attraction
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Story of the Year

Gay activism comes to Clemson
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
1991 was marked from almost the beginning by an increase in activity by gays and
gay rights supporters on the
Clemson campus.
In February, while the war
was being fought and won
against Iraqi ground forces, a
group of concerned students and
faculty held a candlelight vigil
outside Tillman Hall on the night
of Feb. 15. The protest was notable in its being the first public
display of anti-war sentiment on
the campus, but the notoriety
that would rise up from the event
came from a photograph that
ran in the Feb. 22 issue of The
Tiger. (See accompanying
story).
In the photograph, a member
of the group sponsoring the
event, the Clemson Alliance for
Peace (CAP), was shown holding a sign which read, "FAGS
SUCK DICKS, DYKES LICK
LABIA, GET THE HELL OUT
OF SAUDI ARABIA." Students,
faculty and the general public
alike responded with an overwhelmingly negative outcry.
Readers who sent letters to
The T/gerclaimedthatthey were
"disgusted and terribly disappointed," "appalled," and "saddened" by the papers decision
to run the picture. One caller
even said that the photo "broke
the heart of Clemson right in
two." Even the members of CAP
disagreed with the picture's publication; they submitted a commentary that claimed the photograph was "unrepresentative" of
the group's messages.
The group's commentary did,
however, draw a tie between
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what they called the "hyper-macho posturing" and "militarism"
they said was typical of pro-war
sentiment and "the hatred and
violence directed at the gay and
lesbian community."
During August and September, the department, spurred by
complaints from students and
local citizens, conducted undercover surveillance of a local rest
area and Twelve Mile Park. The
plan was to expose illegal activity by men soliciting sodomy at
the locations. Thirty-five men
were arrested in the two investigations, including four men associated with the University:
William Oneal, department head
and professor of nursing continuing education; Herbert
Norman, assistant professor of
planning studies in architecture;
David Morris, an employee of
the University bookstore; and
Scott Marchbanks, a student.
When Susan Cahn, an assistant professor of history and an
original member of CAP, wrote
a commentary criticizing the arrests as targetting "the crime of
homosexuality." The commentary also called for a general
protest of the arrests as unconstitutional. In the same issue of
The Tiger (Oct. 4), an editorial
advocated that the University
recognize a gay student group
as an example of tolerance for
the community. Readers again
responded, voicing concerns
over the ramifications of recognizing a gay group on campus.
The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) came into the situation when a meeting was held
at the Universalist Unitarian Fellowship in Pendleton during
which many community members showed up to express their

concerns that the arrests did indeed single out same-sex sexual
activity for prosecution. The
ACLU did not commit itself to
action with regards to the trials
of the men, but did detail several
points on which they thought the
arrests were unconstitutional
and ungrounded.
"Sleazy politics come to Student Senate," an editorial in the
Nov. 8 issue of The Tiger, exoosed a plan by the College
Republicans to stop the recog-

nition of a proposed gay student
group by threatening to publicize the names of the group's
charter members and the names
of all senators who voted to recognize the group. Opposition
showed up in the "Letters" pages
of The Tiger.
Readers were "dismayed"
and expressed theirdisapproval
of the College Republicans'
plans. The group, calling itself
the Lambda Society, refused to
respond to the Republicans'

threats, only issuing a short
statement that it supported "gay
rights" and the rights of all people
to assemble.
When the proposal for recognizing the group came to the
floor in a Nov. 18 meeting of the
Student Senate, the vote was
debated enthusiastically by proponents both for and against the
group. When the vote was finally taken, the group was recognized by a final vote of 36-15
with five senators abstaining.

Photograph of the Year
Photo sparks prolonged controversy
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
This photo caused The Tiger more problems than almost any other in recent
memory.
The woman holding the sign
in the picture, Clemson alumna
Catherine Flynn, wrote a commentary the week after the
photo ran explaining her reasons behind carrying the sign.
According to Flynn, the sign
was one carried in anti-war
demonstrations all over the
country by members of the gay
activist group ACT UP. Her
Clemson populace to the gay
presence in the anti-war movement.

Comments from
readers
"You were correct to asume
people would be offended."
"I do not know which angers
me more: the bozo who let his
immaturity be known to all by

Mass®

Kevin Taylor/staff photographer

displaying her puerile sign, or
The Tiger for printing the picture."
"We live in vulgar times so I
should not have been shocked
by the picture....Any connection

_.

between oral sex and national
military policy in the Persian
Gulf is patently absurd."
"I must say I commend you
for having the guts to put that
picture on the front page."
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The U.S. goes to was effects Thomas confirmed as
felt by many students, locals Supreme Court judge
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
When the first explosions
sounded in Baghdad on Jan. 16,
as the United States kept its
promise to Iraq of enforcing the
mandate of the United Nations
Security Council, the vibrations
were felt all over the world.
Some things were even
shaken up in Clemson, as the
aftershocks of the war effort affected many local citizens, students and members of the University faculty and staff.
One of the first concerns over
the war effort involved the possible re-implementation of the
draft if the confrontation endured.
In a story in the Jan. 18 issue of
The Tiger it was reported that
approximately 1500 male students might be affected by such
a plan.
According to Samuel Lessey,
national director of the Selective
Service, there was "no indication that a draft [was] needed."

His claim held true.
Another concern was over
needs for plasma by injured
troops. The Carolina-Georgia
Blood Center in Greenville and
the Foothills Regional Blood
Center in Anderson both reported they had adequate supplies, but would require extra
units of blood to be donated to
offset the amount they had already sent to the Middle East.
Remarkably, both facilities
warned against a sudden upswing in the number of donors
reporting to give blood, asking
that some people wait awhile in
order to allow for a more consistent supply of blood.
Students responded to the
war in many different ways.
One Turkish student said that
he supported the efforts to remove I raq from Kuwait, but many
students of Arab descent were
very upset about the war.
Additionally, he said that
many of these same students
were trying to keep a "low pro-

file" while the war was on tto
prevent being the targets of antiArab prejudice. A business in
Seneca was the target of just
such violence.
Other students took part in
various events to support the
troops. ARA Food Services, in
connection with Student Government, sent a Christmas mailing of oatmeal raisin cookies to
soldiers whose names were submitted by students and the Clemson ROTO Some students and
faculty held demonstrations that
were in protest of the war.
The Clemson Alliance for
Peace held a candlelight vigil in
February in front of Tillman Hall.
The story about the demonstration, which was in the Feb. 22
issue of The Tiger, and an accompanying photo were the center of a long-term controversy.
The fact that some might protest the war offended many who
felt that steadfast support was
needed in orderto preserve troop
morality.

by Sean Cook
staff writer
The cameras may have
gone black at the Senate hearing room, but the spotlight will
continue to fall on Clarence
Thomas for years to come,
according to Clemson political
science professor Lois Duke.
Thomas, who replaces retired Justice Thurgood
Marshall, was confirmed Oct.
15 by a narrow majority of the
Senate, 52 to 48. He will take
his seat next week as the 106th
justice to the Supreme Court.
Duke says Thomas will be
watched by women's groups
and minorities, because it is
not yet known how he will rule
toward them from the bench.
The next session of the Supreme Court may shed some
light on Thomas's attitudes,
Duke says, because cases involving abortion and pornography may be heard by the
court. During his confirmation
hearings, Thomas would not
reveal his positions on either

issue.
In the past, several justices
have proven to be more moderate than was expected during their confirmations. Duke
feels this could happen with
Thomas, if he downplayed any
liberal leanings during the confirmation process, in order to
appeal to conservatives.
Now that the hearings are
over, many people are debating their worth. One positive
effect, Duke says, may be the
heightened awareness of
Americans about sexual harassment. The public may have
gained a greater understanding of the issue from the publicity and news stories surrounding the hearings.
Questions still remain about
Clarence Thomas. Howwillhe
rule on abortion? How will he
rule on women's rights? How
will he rule on minority issues?
How will women and minorities
react to his decisions?
In this case, time will be the
judge. Says Duke: "We'll have
to wait and see."

August
Abortion debate divides crowd August
Firearms seized by
University police
by Cameron Boland
staff writer

Aspiritedtwo-hourdebateon
the issue of abortion was held in
Tillman Auditorium last Aug. 25.
The debate, moderated by
Dr. David Woodard, professor
of Political Science at Clemson,
featured presentations by Dr. Joy
Anglea and Dr. Clifton Flynn.
Anglea (pronounced 'angle') is
a practicing family physician in
Greenville and is spokesperson
for South Carolina Citizens for
Life: Flynn is a professor of
Sociology at USC-Spartanburg
and is spokesperson for South
Carolina Coalition for Choice.
Anglea was given the podium
first and opened her presentation with the question "Is the
fetus a human life?" She went
on to ask, if the fetus is a human

Dr. Joy Anglea
life, "why is the child protected
outside the womb but not inside
it?" She advocated the belief
that a fetus is a living person
who should be afforded human
and civil rights.
Anglea stated that abortion is
currently legal in all 50 states
throuohout the term of preg-
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nancy, adding that abortions in
the 1st trimester may be performed in a clinic while abortions in the 2nd and 3rd trimesters, by state law, must be performed in a hospital. She went
on to say that there are currently
14 abortion clinics in the state of
South Carolina, located in Greenville, Charleston, Beaufort,
and Columbia, none of which
are licensed by the state.
Anglea claimed that the abortion procedure carries risks that
most women are unaware of,
naming post-operative hemorrhaging or infection as possible
unforeseen complications. An
abortion may also increase a
woman's risk of cancer or sterility, she said.
It was then Flynn's turn to
speak. He stated that the abortion issue was not about morality, "it's about government power,
about who makes decisions, individual rights and personal privacy."
He cited the Robert
Mapplethorpe photo controversy
as an example of the government trying to control what the
public is allowed to see and do.
"Some want the government
to extend the invasion into our
homes and bedrooms," he said.
Flynn was distressed by the
idea that women who were impregnated through rape or incest might be forced to bear that
child. He stated that babies born
to poor parents, babies that are
unplanned and unwanted, are
far more likely to suffer from
physical and sexual abuse as
well as malnourishment and
poverty.
He was also concerned that,
if abortions were once again
outlawed, women would resort

by Cameron Boland
staff writer
At about 4:30 a.m. on Thursday Aug. 29, Clemson University police arrested three men
for unlawful possession of firearms.
Dr. Clifton Flynn
Michael Austin, 19, of Pendleto dangerous illegal abortions. ton; Noland Peterdy, 21, of AtHe presented statistics showing lanta; and Michael Wright, 21,
that birth-related fatalities have also of Atlanta, were charged
dropped by 500 percent since with one count each of carrying
the Supreme Court legalized firearms on University property.
abortion through the 1973 Roe '
According to the Greenville
vs. Wade and Doe vs. Bolton
decisions. "Women are 11 times News, Peterdy and Wright were
more likely to die in childbirth found with conflicting identifica(than during an abortion proce- tion documents but university
police are now satisfied that they
dure)," he said.
"It's because motherhood is have correctly identified the susso important that women must pects.
be free to enter into it only when
Austin has been released on
they feel they are ready," Flynn a $2000 signed bond, which
concluded.
means that he did not have to
The two principal speakers put up the money because of
were then questioned by a six
local residency. Bail has been
member panel.
set
at $6000 for Wright, and
The panel members were Dr.
Peterdy
is being held while the
Steve Satris, professor of PhiSecret
Service
investigates the
losophy, Dr. Larry Grimes, professorof Statistics, Katie Ulbrich, possibility of his involvement in
treasurer of Clemson University credit card fraud. He may face
Pro-Choice Action League additional federal charges when
(C.U.P.C.A.L), KristinMaguire, the investigation has been comstudent spokesperson for Coali- pleted.
tion of American Pro-Life UniPolice officers arrested the
versity Students (CAM.P.U.S.), suspects after observing a car
Dr. William Hunter, a local phyparked in the R2 lot at the corner
sician and Dr. John Hall, senior
of
Williamson and Perimeter
pastor of the Clemson PresbyRoads
with people in it. When
terian Church.

they approached the vehicle, an
officer observed what appeared
to be an ammunition clip in the
back.
After searching the vehicle,
police seized two M1 .30 caliber
carbines, one .22 caliber pistol,
one nine millimeter automatic
pistol and about 1,200 rounds of
ammunition. The rifles were
semi-automatic, and one was
equipped with a flash suppressor which would reduce the flash
of light that occurs when the
weapon is discharged, making it
harder to see at night.
John McKenzie, acting director of Clemson University Public
Safety, said that it was still unclear what the weapons were for
or why they were on campus.
McKenzie indicated that the men
said they were headed for Virginia from Atlanta and stopped
here to go to Spittoono. Apparently they developed car trouble
and that is why they were parked
on campus.
Because of the multiple identification cards found on the suspects, the U.S. Secret Service
and postal authorities have
joined with local officials and the
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms in investigating the case.
None of the suspects have
any connection with the University.
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Summer
Students arrested for theft
of copy machine money

October

November

Student enrollment
now all-time highest
cent of the freshman class. The
remaining 32 percent come
Clemson University's final from 34 states, the District of
fall enrollment figures show a Columbia and 14 foreign counrecord 17,295 students en- tries.
Clemson freshmen scored
rolled forthe 1991-92 academic
an
average of 1,028 on the
year.
Of that number, 13,285 are Scholastic Aptitude Test.
High school performance
undergraduate students, and
continues
to be the best indica4,010 are graduate students.
These totals include on-cam- tor of success in the freshman
year, Clemson admissions offipus and off-campus figures.
In the graduate school, cials say.
This year, 36 percent of the
3,372 students are working at
the master's level, 606 at the new freshman class ranked in
doctoral level and 32 on edu- the top 10 percent of their high
school classes, 61 percent in
cation specialist degrees.
the
top 20 percent and 93 perFall enrollment figures also
reflect a freshman class of cent in the top 50 percent of
2,461, a 21 percent decrease their high school classes.
"We had another solid year
compared to the 1990 freshin
terms
of the number of canman class.
The university intentionally didates and scores reported in
controlled the freshman class the College Board Advanced
size to improve the undergradu- Placement program," said Genate experience, said Frank try. "Our records show that
Gentry, assistant dean of ad- Clemson had 1,212 candidates
and 2,423 AP scores reported."
missions and registration.
Clemson now ranks 38th naOnce again minority enrolltionally
in terms of score rement in the freshman class
reached 10 percent. South ports received and 34th in canCarolinians made up 68 per- didates reporting scores.

from News Services

University
sued

by Mike Schaper
staff writer

from News Services
Clemson University has been
named in a wrongful death suit
filed on behalf of Sharon Ahlfeld,
a former University student who
died in Augusta, Ga., Jan. 5,
1990.
The lawsuit alleges that the
University, a staff physician at
Redfern Health Center and a
private physician not affiliated
with the University improperly
managed the care of Ahlfeld's
chronic rheumatoid arthritis in
December 1989.
The University was issued the
suit on Tuesday, Oct. 8. Officials
confirmed that Ahlfeld was a
freshman at the University in the
fall of 1989 and received treatment at Redfern while enrolled.
"Sharon made a courageous
attempt to obtain an education
despite her handicap, and we
were greatly saddened by this
loss," said Joy Smith, associate
vicepresidentforstudentaffairs.
The University will forward the
lawsuit to the state Insurance
Reserve Fund in Columbia,
which will assign an attorney to
handle the case.
University officials expressed
confidence in the staff at Redfern.

Two University students appointed to empty the coin-operated machines by Student Government were arrested during
the summer for stealing money
from the Cooper Library copy
machines.
The students, Dean M.
Harrington of Anderson, and
Brian D. Szymkowski of New
Jersey, were apprehended by
the University Police on breach
of trust charges.
The complaint filed with the
University Police states that the
students took approximately

$1,700 from the safe in room
159 in the Student Government
chambers. The money was believed to be taken between April
3 and April 5 according to Police
Chief John McKenzie. McKenzie
also stated that there were no
witnesses to the theft.
"It really made a lot of us at
Student Government really upset," said Student Body President Greg Horton.
Horton said the students were
appointed to run Student Services and they were responsible
for emptying the machines in
Cooper Library and transferring
the money to the safe in the
Student Government office.

The following people were nice [or upset) enough to send letters or
commentaries to The Tiger during 1 39 1 - Thank you.
Cameron Boland; B.D. Bryant; Amy Holliday; Josie Shrimp; Derrick Pierce; Donna
Smith; Cindy Harwood; Beth Keeton; Roger Wilson; Jim Ellison; Peter Loge; Lisa
Taylor-Hartmann; Leigh Block; H.D. Bryant; Nancy Carls; Pam Highsmith; Melanie
Kay; Oscar Funderburk; Roger Rollin; Bob Ellis; Clemson Alliance for Peace; Andrew
Cauthen; Kris McGuire; Claretha Hughes; Catherine Flynn; Cpl. Derrick Jordan,
USMCR; David Underwood, Ronald Nowaczyk; Anthony Counts; Mike Schaper;
Richard Fiore; Rob Opaleski; Steven Longcrier; Theron Davis; Valmore J. Forgett;
Alan Calder; H. Kaan Tulbentci; Greg Horton; Jim Gundlach (2); Sara Huston; Ryan
Hauck; Scott Lazar; Robert Stewart; David E. Davis; Mark Berley; Becky Hobart;
Matt Compton; Alan Schaffer; Beth Bercaw; Derrick S. Brown; Demetrius Bush;
Thomas Russell; Effzlin Hayes; Kenya Welch; Nicole Young; Mia Evans; F.Y. Driver;
Mike Hughes; Paul Cottle; Greg Newton; Christopher Haire; Carl Rourk; Susan
Cahn; Jerry Trapnell; Tom Gressette; L. Clator Butler, Jr.; Terri Koontz; John Shirley;
Jonathan Fenske; Tracey Gaskin; Bryan McCormick; Tyrone Walker; Scott Harold;
Ed Arnold; James Lysaught; David Laband and Bernard Lentz; Laura Overcash;
Myra Bregger; Tom Simon; Tommy Stringer; Leonard Greenspoon, Gary Levvis,
Charles Lippy and six other University faculty members; Denis Paz; Tom Canick;
Christopher Cantrell; Amy Louthan; and Richard Smith.

OPEN HOUSE

Chip East/ head photographer

SEPTEMBER: Student Body President Greg Horton
and Marci Fuentes, chairperson of the Student
Senate Traffic and Ground Committee, take
Parking Director Bill Pace on an early morning tcur
of problem areas around campus. Horton wanted
to show Pace the areas before traffic prevented
accurate judgment of the parking problem.

Student
Government

SUNDAY, NOV. 24th
1:30 PM - 6:OQ PM

DoYouWantToBeAJudge?
Interview For S.T.R.B.

Ivr>P listenersChoice
»;tflMI'.M l L1IM ^ Wll nils

mw*>**m»m&mm
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Student Traffic Review Board
Pick up an application in Student Government Office
Interviews will be held Mon. Dec. 2nd-Wed. Dec. 4th.

DRAWING FOR GIFT CERTIFICATE
REFRESHMENTS
OPEN: MON-FRI 10 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE)
CUMSON UNIVERSfTY STUDENT GOVERNMENT

654-4041
1H
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STILL 5PRE>DIMG IT THICK Hi
Pendleton Washerettc
131 North Mechanic - Pendleton, SC
At The Traffic Light
New Management
Open 7:00 AM- 11 PM

Wash.75
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-Extractor
Clean Economical

"Self-acceptance
from a gay perspective"
Come to a worship service
10:45 a.m. Sunday, Dec. 1,
for folk music, personal sharing,
readings, discussion.
All are welcome.
Led by the Clemson UUs for Lesbian and Gay Concerns
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Clemson
226 Pendleton Road, Clemson 654-5959
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College
Night

Dry .25

- Students Welcome -

Illllllll

Every Wednesday
For Everyone 18 or Older!
Featuring The Best Of Alternative
and Top 40 Dance IVliisic
• Cover Charge Only $3.00 (For 18-20 years old)
• Anyone 21 or Older Admitted Free
• 12 oz. drafts for .500

Every Wednesday
Characters and Power 93
Search For The

"9rfost CPfiysicaC^FentaCe in *TR& llpstate"
Contestants compete in aerobics and on fitness equipment
for over $5,000 in cash and prizes.
For more details call . . .

234-0370
805 Frontage Road - Greenville, SC 29615
(803) 234-0370
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THE YIAR
1991

Terminator, Guns N' Roses dominate year

1991 was a bad year for the
entertainment industry, at first.
January
brought wimpy
movies: The Grifters, Lionheart,
and Flight of the Intruder. Then,
as action, adventure and romance began to premiere on
the big screen, the entire year
became a little more entertaining for the common college student. We saw a wide variety of
dramatic narratives, a new director in Jodie Foster and nineteen films by Black directors with
a predominate number of Blacks
in the cast.
Looking back over the 1991
Tiger issues, the best movies
we saw were The Godfather III
(Feb.), Silence of the Lambs
(Feb.), New Jack City (March),
Scenes From a Mall (March),
Terminator II (released over the
summer), Boyz in the Hood
(Aug.),The Fisher King (Oct.),
Paradise (Oct.), The People
UndertheStairs(Nov.), and Little
Man Tate (Nov.).
TheDoorsabout Jim Morrison
showed up three times during
the year—once in an AP wire
story about the making of the
film (Feb.), once in a movie review (March) and later in a review of the movie sound track
(Apr.)—and our staff regrets the
overexposure given to the movie
as it did not make our hit list.
Four movies we rushed out to
see, but felt we had wasted five
bucks on afterwards, were The
Marrying Man with Kim Basinger
(Apr.), Child's Play III (Sept.),
Freddy's Dead (Sept.) and All I
Want for Christmas (Nov.).
On the music scene, several
of our old favorite music groups
and soloists released new albums this year, so of course our
staff gave them good reviews.
March came through with Tesla's
Five Man Acoustical'Jam, Sting's
The Soul Cagesand REM's Out
of Time. Guy made our list with
The Future in January as did
LT'MD with Business as Usual
in February. Enigma came out
with MCMXC A.D. late in April
and Rush had Roll the Bones in
September. Our biggest review
featured Guns N' Roses' Use

Your Illusion I & //in September,
but we were excited about
Prince's Diamonds & Pearls in
early October just as well.
There were tons of albums
staff members did not enjoy this
year, however, which may be
the reason for the large stack of
untouched tapes and CDs sitting in the Time-out office. Some
writers did have the nerve to
listen to and review a few of
these musical bombs including
When You're a Boy by former
Bangle Susanna Hoffs (March),
Queen's Innuendo (March) and
Bulletboy's Freakshow (Apr.).
Clemson University had its
share of entertainment, thanks
to the Union and the performing
arts department, especially in
the category of blues guitarists.
There were three in all. Each

giutarist was either "legendary,"
"one of the greatest" or both,
according to press releases.
First came John Hammond in
January, then Buddy Guy in
September and finally Michael
Hedges in October.
The Clemson Players presented "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" (Feb.), "A Clearing in
the Woods" (Apr.), "Landscape
of the Body" (Sept.), and "Dilemmas with Dinner" (Oct.). The
Players also helped create a new
group call the Minority Tigers of
Theater in October which is presenting "Them Next Door" this
weekend.
1991 featured a wave of entertainment fortheTime-out section of The Tiger and our staff is
thankful to everyone who made
this year possible.

NOVEMBER: The Addams Family, starring Anjelica
Huston and Raul Julia, is expected to be one of the
big movies of the holiday season.

SUMMER 1991
Arnold
Schwarzenegger's
Terminator 2
easily blew away
all competition
during the
summertime movie
glut.

Erik Martin/ circulation manager

SEPTEMBER: Clemson students and hard rock fans across the nation stood in
lines for the midnight release of Guns 1ST Roses double release 'Use Your
Illusion I and II.'
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Welcome Clemson
Boosters & Alumni"

Star Quality
Resort Hotel

Orlando's 21 Story Landmark Resort Hotel
5905 International Drive Orlando, FL 32819

NOVEMBER: Blues guitarist Buddy Guy gave a riveting, sweat-drenched
performance in Tillman Hall. One audience member said "he blew away
anybody else I've ever heard."
.

Enjoy the Clemson vs. California game while
staying at Orlando's landmark "Star Quality Resort
Hotef overlooking "Universal Studio's and just
across from America's favorite fun park, "Wet n'
Wild".
The Star Quality Hotel features 302
luxurious guest rooms along with two
lounges, restaurant, outdoor pool,
car rental, & much more.
Orlando area attractions only minutes away...and...the Citrus Bowl
nearby.
Call now for your
^^
special "Florida State" £ rt 00
rate...up to 4 persons
in a room.

THE TIBER wvill return
January 17, 1991.

59'

Happy Thanksyiviny and Merry
Christmas

$5.00 per person, per night will be
donated to the Clemson Athletics.
Call Toll Free:

1-800-327-1366

WE'LL BE BACK!!!
Caribe Tours
Presents
Spring Break Tours
Ft. Lauderdale /
Freeport Bahamas
6 Days / 5 Nights
Included:

All Hotel
:
[Accommodations
Lnd Round Trip
Cruise Tickets

199

Only
Per Person
$

Orlando: (407) 351-2100

You are cordially invited to attend
an open house at the
Clemson University Bookstore,
December 4,2991 from 850 a.m.-6 p.m.
Come enjoy the music and refreshments,
and browse through the crafts exhibit outside.
Selected store merchandise will be
discounted 20 percent,
and drawings will be held for several nice gifts.
Santa Claus, the guest of honor, will be greeting
people and spreading good cheer
throughout the day.

(double occupancy)

r

- Call
713-669-1490

Piano courtesy of
Fan Music House

Limited Availability
Stemm
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THE NATION

Clemson: A year of progress
by Geoff Wilson
sports editor

October made it clear there
would be no National Championship celebration for at least
another year, as Clemson embarrassed itself on consecutive
weeks on national television,
losing at Georgia and tying the
hated Cavaliers of Virginia for
Homecoming. However, things
began to look up for the Tigers
when they pounded the previously perfect 'Pack to take command of the ACC.

As we pause to look back at
the year in Clemson sports, it is
hard not to get a sense of what
might have been.
January started on a positive
note, as the football team
pounded Illinois, the only team
to beat co-national champion
Colorado all year, 30-0 in the
Hall of Fame Bowl in Tampa.
Still, memories of Chris
Gardocki's kick at Georgia Tech
remained. That kick hit the cross
bar just before halftime and, had
it been good, would have given
the Tigers a win against the eventually undefeated Yellow Jackets, the other co-national champion.
January also saw the men's
basketball team enter ACC play
with an 8-2 record. The Tigers,
on the road at N.C. State for the
first teague game, led the
Wolfpackbyfourpointswith 1:30
to play, only to lose by three. It
was a sign of things to come.
February brought the first
ever regular-season ACC wrestling
championship
to
TigerTown, as numerous Clemson wrestlers went undefeated
in league action. However, a
good thing turned sour once
again, as the Tigers finished a
disappointing fourth in the ACC
tournament.
March saw the highlights of
the basketball season. Unfortunately for the men, the highlight
came in the last regular season
home game, as the Tigers upset
NCAA-bound GeorgiaTech, 6962.
That same weekend, the Lady
Tigers went to the ACC Tourna-

Chip East/ head photographer

i

The Lady Tiger
basketball team made it
to the Elite 8.

Chip East/ head photographer

JANUARY: Tenacious attacks from Tiger defenders
like Vance Hammond helped lead Clemson to a 30O shutout of Illinois in the Citrus Bowl.
mentin Fayetteville, N.C, need- consuming passion of the Uping an impressive performance state — FOOTBALL!!
to secure an NCAA bid. Clemson defeated Duke on a lastSeptember brought the 10second shot in the first round. year anniversary of Clemson's
Then, the Lady Tigers pulled the lone National Championship to
upset of the year as they knocked a beginning. People began talkoff Virginia, the nation's top- ing about another one as the
ranked team, 65-62. A loss in Tigers went 3-0 for the month,
the ACC finals to N.C. State did routing Appalachian State and
not hurt the Lady Tigers, as they Temple, and finally catching a
defeated Providence and James break against Georgia Tech.
Madison to advance to the Elite
The month was not so kind to
8 of the NCAAs before bowing to the soccer team, though. In
Connecticut.
Coach I.M. Ibrahim's 25th year,
the Tigers started 0-1-1 and
April
brought warmer looked to be in trouble.
weather just in time for baseball
season. The Tigers ran the
school-record home win streak
to 39 games before falling to
GeorgiaTech. Trackseason was
in full swing as well, with James
Trapp and Larry Ryans, moonlighting from football, earning
invitations to the NCAA Championships.

November is still unfolding,
but it has been interesting so far.
It has also been painful for
Ibrahim, who suffered a mild
heart attack on the sidelines as
his team fell to Virginia. But
Ibrahim made it back to the sidelines in a week, and his players
responded with a 6-0 shellacking of South Carolina, a win
which undoubtedly got the Tigers a berth in the NCAA Tournament. Unfortunately, the Tigers fell in the first round 3-1 to
N.C. State. Meanwhile, Cliff
Ellis's and Jim Davis's young
basketball crews both geared
up for the new nine-team ACC.
WhatwillDecemberandnext
year bring? Most likely, Orlando,
an exciting Citrus Bowl, Florida
State and more quality sports
entertainment.

As exams ended at the beginning of May, all sports finished out their respective seasons — except one. Like the*
Energizer bunny, the baseball
team kept going and going and
going, sweeping through the
ACC Tournament and the NCAA
Northeast Regional to earn the
school's first College World Series trip since 1980.
June brought a rude end to
the baseball season, however,
as host Creighton downed the
Tigers to put them in the losers'
bracket, and Long Beach State
unceremoniously ended the
Clemson season in the following game. Nevertheless, the
1991 team set a school record
with 60 wins.
Also in June, Horace Grant
became the first Clemson graduate to play on an NBA Championship team, as his Chicago
Bulls defeated the Los Angeles
Lakers, 4-1, in the NBA Finals.
Through the lazy days of summer, Clemson team sports
slowed down with the rest of the
students, but with the return of
school came the return of the

Tyler Darden/ senior staff photographer

Coach Bill Wilheim and the Clemson Tiger baseball
team made it to the World Series of college
baseball this year. It was the Tigers' first
appearance since a Wilhelm-coached team went in
1980.

The Year
to believe
in Magic
January
The New York Giants defeat the Buffalo Bills 20-19 in
Super Bowl XXV when Scott
Norwood misses a last second field goal. The game was
played despite terrorist
threats due to the outbreak of
the Persian Gulf War.
The AP and UPI football
polls have different National
Champions. GeorgiaTech is
the UPl's choice after its 4521 thrashing of Nebraska in
the Citrus Bowl, and Colorado is AP's number one after beating Notre Dame 10-9
in the Orange Bowl.
February
Dwight Gooden, in sign-

Chip East/ head photographer

NOVEMBER: Magic
Johnson's revelation
that he had tested HIVpositive shocked the
world of sports.
ing a new contract with the
New York Mets, becomes the
first player ever to receive $5
million for a single season.
Several others follow suit.
At the NBA's All-Star festivities in Charlotte, the Celtics'
Dee Brown wins the slam dunk
contest by turning his head
from the basket on his final
dunk. Brown's innovation is
then said to rival that of the
master — Michael Jordan.
March
Duke hands UNLV its first
loss of the season 79-77 in the
Final Four in Indianapolis. The
Runnin' Rebels were trying to
become the first team to go
undefeated since Indiana in
1976. The Blue Devils went on'
to win the National Championship, beating Kansas in the
final.
April
Ian Woosnam wins his first
American tournament by capturing The Masters. He becomes the third British winner
in a row, following Nick Faldo's
two consecutive titles.
Rickey Henderson breaks
the major league record for
career steals, and Texas's
Nolan Ryan throws an unheard-of seventh no-hitter,
beating the Toronto Blue Jays
3-0. Both made their accomplishments on the same day.
London defeats Barcelona

see NATIONAL,

on next page
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NATIONAL, from page 7
in the inaugural World Bowl, the
Championship of the World
League of American Football.
May
The Pittsburgh Penguins win
the NHL's Stanley Cup, downing the Minnesota North Stars
four games to one.
In the first all-American final
in over 30 years, Jim Courier
defeats Andre Agassi to win the
French Open.
June
Michael Jordan finally gets
an NBA Championship as his
Chicago Bulls polish off the Los
Angeles Lakers four games to
one.
LSU defeats Wichita State to
win the College World Series in
Omaha.
Payne Stewart captures his
first major as he wins the U.S
Open in at Hazeltine Golf Club
outside of Minneapolis. The tournament is marred, however, by
the death a spectator who was
struck by lightning during the
first round.
July
Montreal's Dennis Martinez
throws the first perfect game in
the majors in ten years, mastering the Los Angeles Dodgers 20.
Ian Baker Finch runs away
from the competition in the final
round to capture the British
Open.
Michael Stich bowls over
Boris Becker to win the men's
championship at Wimbledon,
while Steffi Graf wins her first
major in a year and a half in the
women's draw. Her victory is
tainted by the absence of Monica
Seles, whose sudden withdrawal

from the tournament causes a
wave of controversy.
August
At the PGA Championship at
Crooked Stick Golf Ciub outside
of Indianapolis, John Daly becomes an overnight sensation
when, after getting into the tournament as the ninth and final
alternate, he outmuscles the
competition, rounding outthe list
of four first-time major winners
on the year.
Penn State pounds Georgia
Tech in the opening game of the
college football season to end
the Yellow Jackets' 15-game
unbeaten streak.
September
39-year-old Jimmy Connors
makes an amazing run at the
U.S. Open tennis title, reaching
the semifinals before falling to
Jim Courier.
October
Tomahawk Fever grips the
city of Atlanta as the Braves
become the second team to go
from worst to league champion
in one year. The first team to pull
offthefeat, the Minnesota Twins,
then beat the Braves 1 -0 in 10
innings in Game 7 of what some
have called the greatest World
Series ever.
November
The sports world is in shock
as Magic Johnson announces
his immediate retirement from
professional basketball due to
his contraction of the HIV virus.
Miami (Fla.) wins its eighth
consecutive game over a No. 1 ranked team as the Hurricanes
survive a last-second field goal
that sailed wide by a foot to
defeat Florida St., 17-16.
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Per Room.
Per Night.

4 day/3 night minimum

Round trip transportation via modern air-conditioned busses
Three nights lodging
Sideline game ticket*
Admission to Church Street Station for post-game "Boola Bowl"
Citrus Bowl parade VIP seat
Pep rally
Admission to "Nite Before Citrus" gala New Year's Eve party at Sea
World featuring all Sea World attractions plus concerts at 9:00 p.m. and
11:30 p.m. by Tanya Tucker and Travis Tritt
All taxes and gratuities
PER PERSON PRICES:
Hotel

Quad
Qcc,

Triple
Qcc,

Double
Qcc,

Single
Qcc,

Gateway Inn
International Gateway

$235 ,

$269

$305

$378

Continental Royale
Delta Resort

$259

$279

$319

$349

Orlando Penta
Harley Hotel
Days Inn Universal

$278

$304

$356

$398

Holiday Inn International

$293

$322

$383

$419

Orlando Marriott

$316

$352

$426

$449

$329

$375

$463

$529^

Marriott World Center
Orlando Omni
Radisson
Sheraton World

Busses depart from Clemson 8:00 a.m., Monday 12/30/91. Orlando departure
from your hotel at 12:00 noon, Thursday, 1/2/92.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL OR SEE MR. KNICKERBOCKER
GREENVILLE
CLEMSON
McAlister Square Mall
354 College
Greenville, SC
Clemson, SC
(803)232-5837
(803)654-4203
OR

1-800-932-6440
*If game ticket is not required deduct $30

• Rates based on up to 4 persons per room, including children.
Limited number of rooms available.

Wonderful sleep 6y
night
"Elegant sofa bij
day
■ Call 654-6943
■ Hand Crafted "Futon"
mattresses
• Convertible recliner
sofabeds
Open Mon. 11-8
Tues-Sat. 11-6
Now Open 6 Days A
Week, over 20 frame
styles to choose from

Radisson Inn
& Aquatic Center
Orlando, Florida 3281$
(407) 345-0505
For Reservations Worldwide

800-333-3333
m

m

mm

* The Futon Factory

Hwy 93 across wl
>
from ingles
~y^$$C&

654-6943
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Drivin' n Cryin' plays strong show at Tillman
by Richard Challen
staff writer

courtesy of Taps

Drivin' n Cryin' bass player rocks on.

Playing one of the smallest venues on
their Fly Me Courageous tour, Drivin' N'
Cryin' put on a strong, noisy, electric show
for approximately 800 fans in sold-out Tillman Auditorium on Nov. 16. The band opened
up the show with an unfamiliar number, but
soon kicked into high gear with the more
well-known "Around The Block Again" and
"Chain Reaction," both off the new album.
More than half the concert was devoted to
material from Fly Me Courageous, with nine
songs coming from that record alone. The
choice of a setting as intimate as Tillman was
surprising, but there was no dearth of energy
in the small audience, most of whom danced
non-stop throughout the evening. Drivin' N'
Cryin' responded with a loose but inspired
performance, including highlights "Honeysuckle Blue," "Scarred But Smarter," and the
crowd-pleasing "Build A Fire."
Kevin Kinney was impressive with his

eyes perpetually closed. He captured the
spotlight with strong lead/rhythmguitarand
an unfaltering vocal delivery. Still, there
were moments where his message seemed
to fall on deaf ears; most of the audience
missed the moral behind "Another Scarlet
Butterfly," presented as a biting attack on
David Duke, and several went so far as to
perform the "tomahawk chop" during a
song dealing with the plight of Native Americans.
Though the subtler points were overlooked, the hits fell right on target. "Fly Me
Courageous" closed the set with proper
intensity, while the first encore, a crowd
sing-along of "Straight To Hell," was the
climax of the evening. After that performance, the rest of the show was anticlimaclic—perfunctory readings of "The Innocent"
and "Together," and a brief rave-up of "Syllables" to finish—but, by then, Drivin' N'
Cryin' had already given the fevered crowd
what they wanted: good, honest rock and
roll in a good, high-decibel package.

Them Next Door
Students rebuild homes
explores both sides
of the race issue
by Chris Pewterbaugh
special to The Tiger

by M. C. King
staff writer
Them Next Door is "excellent at
showing how hate, in general, is
destructive in the world. It shows
both sides of racism and, to a lesser
extent, sexism," according to Director Thorn Seymour.
This weekend the Clems6n Players' Minority Tigers of Theatr and
the Department of Performing Arts
will present a play written by G. L.
Wallace about racial tension in an
upper middle class neighborhood.
Them Next Door profiles a black
family; whose members are portrayed by Kevin Gripper, Teneka
Witherspoon, and Kevin Dawkins,
who live next door to a white family; Emmanuel Scordalakes, Tonya
Bledsoe, and Krista Phillips. The
play alternates by act between each
family, showing both sides of the
race issue, portraying their similarities and their inane differences.

According to the project director Katina Evans, the Minority Tigers of Theater are the brain child
of Kelvin Thomas, a 1990 graduate
of Clemson. Evans said the Minority Tiger's purpose is "to promote
minority interest and positive racial
interaction through the art of theater." She said, "This semester has
been a trial project under the Clemson Players. I'm very thrilled about
this play because we have achieved
our final goal for this semester."
Next semester they plan to
present an original play, There is a
Lot of Color in Black and White,
written by Kevin Thomas.
Them Next Door will be shown
from November 21 -24 in the Daniel
Annex. Showtimes are 8 p.m. every
night, with a matinee showing at
2:30 on Sunday, Nov. 24. No reservations are needed, but seating is
limited. Admission is free for Clemson students $ 1 for faculty and staff,
$2 for the general public.

For one group of students fall
break holds special memories and
meaning. They spent their vacation helping the poor in Atlanta.
Catholic Campus Ministry
sponsored the trip as part of an
ongoing mission to increase social awareness and promote service to others as a means of living
out the Christian message. Students volunteered their vacation
time to work for Ecumenical Atlanta Churches for the Homeless
(EACH), an organization that provides housing and other services
to Atlanta's homeless. A group
of 10 students accompanied by
campus minister Lynn Harrelson
participated in the restoration of
a family's house about to be condemned.
The group was supposed to
help renovate two crack houses
the city repossessed, but plans
changed about a week before the
trip when Hannah P. McManus,
then the Executive Director of
EACH, received a desperate
phone call from Diane Bale

The home of Diane and Dewitt
Bale, theii son, daughter-in-law, and
grand-daughter was about to be
condemned. They were to be turned
out into the street because of building-safety violations.
If not for the group from Clemson giving up their fall break, EACH
would not have been able to help
the Bale's for months, said
McManus. There is a long waiting
list with over 1,500 calls a month
for help and only one volunteer
group per weekend.
The Clemson students accepted
the opportunity to help the Bale's
keep their home.
They found children in ragged
dirty clothes playing in the street
laughing and wrestling, unaware of
the poverty around them.
The Bale's house had multiple
structural problems including rotted siding and floorboards, a leaking rotted roof, broken windows
and a collapsing porch. The house
was well kept inside, but the family
could not afford to fix the outside.
They had placed plastic over the
windows and did patchwork on the
rest when they found scrap lumber.
"I know the roof has needed

work for a long time," said Dewitt
who is unable to work because of
a bad back. "Some years ago, one
of my sons was up there fixing a
hole that was getting bad, and he
walked over to the other side of
the roof. He shouldn't have been
over there, but he put his foot
right through. We didn't have the
money to fix it, so we've been
putting down buckets to keep the
water off the floor when it rains."
The students worked under Bill
Magbee. a member of EACH's
board of directors. Magbee directed the work crew with a subtle
sense of humor and did not care if
helpers were male or female, experienced or not. He assigned jobs
to anyone available and gave them
instructions.
For three days the students
worked replacing siding, building a new roof, bracing up the
floor, tearing down the collapsing
porch, repainting the exterior of
the house and cleaning the yard of
debris. They learned the value of
teamwork and the appreciation of

see EACH, page 15

Downtown merchants
sponsor open house
by M. C. King
staff writer
Many of the merchants of College Avenue in Clemson will be
hosting a Holiday Open House on
Sunday, November 24th, beginning
at 1:30. Everyone is invited to participate as door prizes will be
awarded and refreshments will be
served. Participating merchants will
be:
Tigertown Graphics, Jane's
Hallmark Shop, Niki's Treasure
Box, The Gift Processor, South
Carolina National Bank-College
Avenue Branch, HartwelI Company
Warehouse, Allen's Creations, Design Studio, Green Leaf Flowers,
and The Clemson Open Book, who
will be donating ten pei cent of their

sales to the Clemson/Pendleton
Little Theater.
Campus Camera, New York
Outlet, The Tiger Sports Shop, The
Athletic Department, Photoworks,
Student Off-Cam#us Bookstore,
Manifest Discs and Tapes, Student
Book Store and Supply Center and
Judge Keller's Store are also participating. M. H. Frank Ltd., Bell's
Jewelers, Hair South, Etc. Boutique
and Tanning Salon, Merle Norman
Cosmetic Studio, The First Savings
Bank, Radio Shack, Trends for Hair
and Listener's Choice are getting in
on the event.
Students are welcome to visit
each merchant, see their store and
become acquainted with the merchandise they offer for the Holiday
Season as well as year round.

Students from the Catholic Student Association volunteered their fall vacation to help restore the house of a poor family in Cabbagetown, Atlanta.
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U2 returns to spotlight with release of AchtungBaby

by Geoff Wilson
sports editor
"What are we going to do now it's all been
said?/ No new ideas in the house, and every
book has been read."
In the words of lead singer Bono Hewson,
this was the dilemma U2 faced in 1989. Just
eight years after its first album, Boy , the
megagroup from Dublin, Ireland, had already had two number one singles (With or
Without You and / Still Haven't Found What
I'm Looking For), a number one album (The
Joshua Tree ) and a major motion picture
(Rattle and Hum).
So, the band took an 18-month hiatus to

music review
*** *
work separately. Bono and guitarist Dave
Evans, better known as The Edge, wrote
much of Roy Orbison's last album, Mystery
Girl. Adam Clayton, the bassist, ran into
trouble with the law on marijuana possession
charges. Larry Mullen, Jr.. the drummer,
stayed away from the limelight.
Then, U2 went back to work, first recording a cover of "Night and Day" for the AIDS
benefitalbum,/?«///o/+B/we.Erom the sound
of that song, diehard fans knew the group's
next album would be a departure from the
normal U2 sound.
This week marks the release of that longawaited album, Achtung Baby . And it was
well worth the wait: an album with no clear
predecessors that borrows from many different sounds and yet is unique.
The first track on the album, "Zoo Station," serves notice of the new sound. How-

ever, one thing that has not changed is Bono's
ability to express the frustration of romantic
relationships. His vocals are still the same,
with just enough imperfection to keep the
band's success in perspective.
The Edge also appears to have taken on
more vocals responsibility, adding his distinct sound to "Until the End of the World."
"Tryin' to Throw Your Arms around the
World." Clayton has never been a featured
part of the music, and his bass line remains
relatively simple and straightforward.
Mullen adds a funk-based facet to his
consistent drumming, hearkening back to
Under a Blood Red Sky on "Who's Gonna
Ride Your Wild Horses."
If the sound on the album can be compared
to any of the group's previous material, it
would probably be The Unforgettable Fire ,
when U2 was at the height of its underground
popularity and just before its entrance into
the mainstream. The tracks "Acrobat" and
"The Fly." the first single, are the best
examples.
But unlike 1985, the year in which Fire
was released, the mainstream now includes
acts that were formerly reserved for the college scene, such as REM, Big Audio Dynamite and Jesus Jones.
"The Fly" is the consummate mix of the
old sound of reverberating guitars ana distant
drums with passionate vocals, and the perfect
song to release first to get fans accustomed to
the new sound. But the album's best cut may
be "Tryin' to Throw Your Arms around the
World," with its slow, methodical beat and
lyrics full of meaning and yet completely
meaningless ("A woman needs a man/ Like a
fish needs a bicycle").
But for those who think the album is yet
another "sell-out" by a group who once domi-

U2: Adam Clayton, The Edge, Bono and Larry Mullen, Jr. (1. to r.)
nated the college scene, Bono makes sure
everyone knows he does not feel that way:
"...don't let the bastards grind you down."
For U2 fans who are used to the old sound,

this album may take some getting used to, but
the lyrical quality and cutting-edge guitars
and drums make Achtung Baby possibly
U2' s best effort to date.

Moody Genesis releases

We Can't Dance
by Richard Challen
staff writer
For more than twenty years, Genesis has been slowly but surely
building up a devoted following,
shifting their sound from art rock to
mainstream pop in the process. So
it came as a shock to their fans when
the success of Invisible Touch, the

music review

Tyler Darilen/ senior staff photographer

Environmental minds think alike.
These photos are featured in Lee Hall. They were taken by Bill Wylie (pictures
on the right), Rob Amberg (top left) and Friscilla Forthman (bottom right).

Cape Year keeps viewers in suspense
by Tommy Jenkins
staff writer
Martin Scorsese has done it
again. Following up on his critically acclaimed film Good Fellas,
Scorsese has once again examined
the redemption and guilt associated
with religion. Not only has he
plunged his immense talents into a
thriller, he is also making a remake
of an earlier movie for the first time
in his career.
In the original Cape Fear, Robert Mitchum played Max Cady, an
ex-con intent on reeking vengeance
on the attorney (Gregory Peck) who
pulled him off of the woman he was
attempting to rape, and then testified against him. But with Scorsese
at the helm, everything is not what
it appears to be. Wesley Stick rewrote the script to include the religious themes, and Scorsese takes
what had been the average American family and turns them upside
down.
In Scorsese's version, Nick Nolte
plays Sam Bowden, a lawyer who
defended Cady (Robert De Niro),
and buried a report that proved the
woman Cady raped was promiscuous. Cady has just been released

ma iSm

after serving fourteen years in
prison, and is intent on achieving
his revenge over Bowden's wife
Leigh (Jessica Lange), and daughter Danny (Juliette Lewis).
The Bowdens are anything but
the average American family struggling to hold their familial strings
together. They suffer from Sam's
infidelity, and their daughter's
emerging sexuality. Danny has to
attend summer school after being
caught smoking marijuana at
school. Into this simmering relationship comes Max Cady, determined to bring the Bowden family
to a boil.
Scorsese proves he is a master of
suspense. Cady's harassment begins when he supposedly kills their
dog, but gradually, Cady's evil
comes shining through as he creates a hell on earth for the Bowdens.
Sam attempts to enlist the aid of the
police (Robert Mitchum turns in a
wonderful cameo as the sheriff
here), but there is nothing the pol ice
can do for such suspicious behavior.
Cape Fear is a wonderfully acted
movie. De Niro gives a horrifying
performance as the deranged Cady.
He uses a humorous bumpkin ac-

cent, a bit odd for him, but it works
well in the movie. De Niro creates
a religiously driven Cady bent on
purifying the Bowdens through
his own demented redemptive process. Nolte, long an underrated
actor, achieves the desperation of
his character Sam. He displays
Sam's determination to save his
family, while bringing his declining nature to the forefront. Lange
does wonders in a part that could
have easily become a typical wife
role. She reveals Leigh's uncertainty over her family, and her
anger with her husband which adds
to the tension of the family.
Scorsese is a master at the technical aspects of direction. He uses
camera angles to their fullest effect, achieving tension through
close-ups and surprising camera
positions. Cinematographer
Freddie Lewis (Glory) does a
marvelous job, and, as usual,
Thelma Schoonmaker's (Raging
Bull and Good Fellas) editing is
flawless. In Cape Fear Scorsese
has created an intense masterpiece
that will keep audiences on the
edge of their seats, and cements
his position among the world's
great directors.
,—^,—^^-^

group's biggest album and tour,
was followed by their longest hiatus ever. In the four years since,
there has been no lack of Genesis
solo projects—several high-profile
productions by Phil Collins, not to
mention two Mike & The Mechanics records—but Genesis, the band,
has been noticeably quiet. Now all
that has changed, thanks to We Can't
Dance, a much anticipated and surprisingly mature album from a trio
that was, at one time, close to sellout commercialism. Not to say that
the new record is cutting edge (after
all, Phil Collins is still the principal
vocalist and songwriter), but, in an
era of frenzied dance artists and
overblown superstars, Dance comes
across as decidedly low-key.
Give credit to Tony Banks' impeccable taste on keyboards and
Mike Rutherford's understated guitar work for keeping the reins on
Collins; only once, on a simplistic

Staff Picks
1. Calvin
2. Opus
3. Hobbes
4. Bugs Bunny
5. Charlie
Brown

look at the homeless called "Tell
Me Why," does Phil lapse into the
too-earnest mode of 1989's ...But
Seriously.
While the rest of the album tackles everything from labor negligence (the historic, slow building
"Driving The Last Spike") to a
scathing indictment of television
evangelism (the sarcastic "Jesus He
Knows Me"), these songs succeed
because they are presented with
intelligence and rooted in a strong
musical foundation. A strong adult
attitude penetrates every aspect of
We Can't Dance; bouncy pop hits
along the lines of "Abacab" or "Invisible Touch" are discarded in favor of dark, haunting sagas of
parent-child fallout ("No Son Of
Mine"), bitter regret ("Never A
Time"), and romantic estrangement
("Hold On My Heart"). But Genesis thrives in the midst of depression, producing some of their
strongest work on tracks such as the
discomforting "Dreaming While
You Sleep" and the heart-breaking
"Since I Lost You."
For the finale, "Fading Lights,"
the group pulls out all the stops,
traveling a soundscape from their
late Seventies heyday to the present
while espousing a grown-up mentality. Even if the songwriting has
mellowed, the guitars are quieter,
and the band members are rapidly
approaching middle-age, the moody
triumph of We Can't Dance shows
that Genesis still shows no signs of
slowing down.
top ten favorite
cartoon characters

6. Odie
7. Daffy Duck
8. Snoopy
9. Spiderman
10. Bart
Simpson
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Other People's Money bombs New sound with Hammer,
by Chris Moore
staff writer

Norman Jewison, the man who brought us
Moonstruck and A Soldier's Story, creates a
dark satire about coiporate takeovers with his
new film, Other People's Money. The film
stars Danny Devito as Lawrence Gaifield, a
rich corporate raider who decides one morning that he wants to buy the New England
Wire and Cable Company, so he can destroy
and liquidate its assets. Jorgy (Gregory Peck),

movie review
the man who runs the Rhode Island company,
does not want to let go of his inherited business, so he hires top-notch lawyer, Kate
Sullivan (Penelope Miller), to defend his factory and his pride from the clutches of
Lawrence.
Other People's Money pokes fun at the
Milken era of Wall Street, but in its attempt to
parody the greed and power of an age gone
bad, the humor and characters are lost in the
shuffle. The roles of Kate and Lawrence are
the characters affected the most throughout
the movie, because their motives for doing

E ALH, from page 13
things taken for granted, such as a clean dry
house.
They also got to know the family. "Helping them fix their house affirmed their dignity and boosted their self esteem," said
Harrelson. "Showing people that they are
worth helping enables them to care about
and help themselves."
"They couldn't believe that we would be
willing to give up our time and money to
help them," said Eileen Coakley, one of the
volunteers. "At first they didn'thelp much—
they just kind of watched. But once they
saw that we cared about even the little
things, like new stuff for the bathroom, they
started helping."
EACH was started four years ago by

certain things seem out of place. There seems
to be no chemistry between the two characters. Although Jewison and the screenwriter
Alvin Sargent both wanted to show an undeniable attraction between the two, the attraction only comes off as a one-sided deal. This
is because Devito's character, Lawrence, is
shown as a lonely, lustful guy who sees Kate
as an object, rather than a person. He thinks
that he can take over her as if she's one of the
companies he plans to liquidate. Kate, on the
other hand, seems to giggle too much to have
any type of love interest in Lawrence. The
only reason she tries to lead him on in the first
place is for business gain.
This film focuses on the clash between
moral values and monetary values. It shows
how money can influence a person to commit
acts of selfishness and insensitivity towards
the needs of others. Although this part of the
movie makes a valid point, it does not overshadow the film's lack of interesting characters and emotional attachment with those
characters. Other People's Money has a
good moral message, but because the plot
fails to involve itself in the motives of the
characters, the film comes off as a dull representation of one person's obsession with greed
and power.
about 100 concerned citizens from five
churches. It is funded by private donations
and run by volunteers. Most of the work
involves renovating old houses and building new low-income houses with most of
the construction done by weekend volunteers.
When a family enters the program they
are required to save 5 percent of their
income and go to counseling. If able, they
help do the work and pay for the materials.
If in transitional housing, they are expected
to pay rent. Payment is based on their
income.This teaches financial responsibility and gives them the opportunity to be
self sufficient, said McManus. In this way
they retain their pride and build their self
esteem, both essential to breaking out of
poverty. With the efforts of EACH, the
people of this small town have hope.

Naughty by Nature, P.M. Dawn
by Richard Challen
staff writer

close: the sinister "Yoke The Joker," the
R&B feel of "Rhyme'll Shine On," and
especially "Ghetto Bastard." Despite their
leanings towards "gangsta rap," the trio
only resorts to gratuitous swearing on a
few tracks; the rest are sprinkled more
with tasty piano fills than expletives. Add
that to an intelligent but street-smart attitude, and Naughty By Nature emerges as
one of the promising new faces in rap
today.
But forget emerging—P.M. Dawn
practically explodes on the scene like no
other debut artist in recent memory. With

As a tribute to the sheer impact of rap
music in the last few years, it is no longer
possible to classify an artist as simply rap
without defining a sub-genre: commercial, hard-core, political, arty and the like.
Three recent releases epitomize the variety and quality in this expanding musical
form.
In sales, no rapper is as popular as
Hammer, who dropped the M.C. for his
new, super-hyped Too Legit To Quit. In
credibility, Hammer is about as legitimate
as Paula Abdul, but with less talent. The
Hammer **
man's strengths lie in dancing, packaging,
Naughty by Nature ***
and promotion; on record, he relies on
proven samples and heavy production to
P.M. Dawn ****
mask his weaknesses. Too Legit To Quit is
no exception, though Hammer has stopped
stealing other people's hits and now con- Of The Heart, Of The Soul, and Of The
centrates on original music and topical Cross: The Utopian Experience, these
rhymes. Still, the heavy-handed messages two young rappers have created a genre
of "Brothers Hang On" and "Street Sol- all theirown: layers of harmonies and hipdiers" can not hold up to the political hop beats, laced with a deli very so smooth
attack of Public Enemy or Ice Cube. Even it practically slides off the CD player. As
worse, Hammer's fondness for repetition mellow as Pink Floyd, as moody as Steely
("Rollinrollin/rmrollinon!/Rollinrollin/ Dan, as catchy as Top 40 and twice as
I'm rollinon !/Yo! Everybody in the house/ danceable, The Utopian Experience shuns
I'm rollin on!") means even promising the harsh sounds of hard-core for a lush,
numbers like "Good To Go" or the gos- hypnotic groove that lasts only 13 tracks
pel-tinged "Do Not Pass Me By" grow but leaves the mood behind much longer.
tiresome after the first five or six minutes. P.M. Dawn's sound is ethereal, flowing,
Less commercial is the self-titled and almost past comparison. With the
debut from Naughty By Nature, a three- dreamy "Reality Used To Be A Friend Of
man outfit taking the airwaves with Mine," "On A Clear Day," and "Set Adrift
"O.P.P." Crafted around an irresistible On Memory Bliss," a rare single where
piano hook and a snippet of the Jackson *the sample becomes a logical extension of
5's "ABC," the song is an example of the song. With so much unoriginal prodgreat pop music—universal appeal, a fluid uct on the market, few new artists can
vocal delivery from rapper Treach, and a overcome the limitations of rap. P.M.
tremendously catchy chorus. While no Dawn transcends the limitations, making
other track on Naughty By Nature mea- The Utopian Experience one of the stronsures up to "O.P.P.," several come fairly gest debuts of the year in any category.
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For further information, call the Clemson Loyalty Fund Office at (803) 656-5896

To achieve $525,000 in academic support in 1992, Student
Phonathoners are calling alumni from coast to coast. They are
grateful to be building upon support from the good folks at
these businesses right here at home.
101 Keith Street Cafe
Bravo's
Columbo's Pizza
Domino's Pizza
Dr. Cs
Golden Corral Family Steak House
Granny Zuercher's Bakery

^m

just Barbeque
Los Hermanos
Nick's

Po Folks
TCBY Yogurt
TD's
Ye Olde Sandwich Shoppe
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Breakaway Tours
17N.W. 17th Street

•

Gainesville, FL 32603

•

(904)377-6369

Citrus Bowl
Orlando Party Package
Clemson Tiger's
We're Ready To Party.. .Are You!
Party Package Includes
* 3 Nights Hotel
* Tickets To The Citrus Bowl Game
* Pre-Game Pep Rally At Universal Studio
From

$

179

00

* Ticket To Pleasure Island® At
Walt Disney World®
* Ticket To Church Street Station
Boola Bowl Post-Game Party
* Discounts To Area Attractions
* All Prices Are Per Person Occupancy Stateroom
00

Double $179 **
$
00
Triple 159 **
Quad $139°°"

Call Today Space Is Limited!
For Reservations:

1-800-881-8687
Snowshoe • Freeport • Nassau • Bahamas • Montego • Jamaica • Islamorada • Key West • New Orleans
Breakaway Tours is registered with the State of Florida as a seller of travel. Registration #12618.
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Upcoming Sports Events
On Nov. 30, the men's and
women's basketball teams play
the first doubleheader of the
season. The women host Charleston Southern at 4:30 p.m., and the
men play Morehead St. at 7 p.m. It
is the home opener for both.

mg*m—^^~*m'^
Carolina Quote
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"Clemson played a pussy schedule, and if they played as tough
a schedule as we did, they'd
have the same record we do."
Joe Reaves
Linebacker,
University of South Carolina
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Tigers capture first ACC crown since 1988
by Sean Hanzelik
assistant sports editor
Orange pants are a special garb worn by
the Clemson football team in big games, and
heading into Saturday's contest against Maryland, the Tigers were 19-3 in the burnt orange
pants.
And, to say the least, this was definitely a
big game. It would mark the first attempt of
Ken Hatfield to win an ACC title, something
Clemson had not done since 1988 when they
clinched against Maryland with a 49-25 victory at College Park. In fact, the last three
times Clemson has won the ACC, it has
clinched against Maryland. This time, the
score was 40-7, the Tigers' biggest margin of
victory since the Appalachian State game.
The big game and the orange pants must
have sparked something in the Tigers. The
offense was clicking on all cylinders, with
pinpoint passing mixed in with some power
running, and the defense was stellar once
again, after being shocked on the first drive of
the game, an 81 -yard Maryland scoring drive.
After a short, high kickoff and a return to
their own 29-yard line, Maryland methodically moved the ball down the field on four
runs and two first downs before striking gold
with a 56-yard bomb from Jim Sandwisch to
Jason Kremus. After 2:27 of game time,
Maryland held a 7-0 lead, but that was all the
Terps would manage on this afternoon.
On the ensuing drive, Tony Kennedy took
the handoff on the first play for the Tigers and
gained seven quick yards. On the next play,
DeChane Cameron and Terry Smith shocked
the Death Valley crowd when they hooked
up on a 52-yard pass play, the longest of the
season for the Tigers. Smith had 120 yards
receiving on four catches for the afternoon.
This put Clemson in position for five straight
runs, capped off by Kennedy' s one-yard scoring plunge. The game was tied, and the slaughter had begun.
Ken Hatfield commented after the game
on Smith, "Terry' s as fine of a receiver as I've
been around. He has the unique ability to
focus on the ball, and also he has the great
leaping ability all rolled into one."

Tyler Pardon/ senior staff photographer

Darnell Stephens celebrates his 89-yard punt return in the fourth quarter of Clemson's 40-7 shellacking of Maryland. Stephens, who entered the game as the nation's sixth-leading punt returner,
ha'd 116 yards on four returns. It was the longest punt return for the Tigers since 1987.
After two Maryland possessions that each
went three plays and a punt, the Tigers got on
a roll again. On an 11-play drive that consisted of eight runs and two passes, one a 23yard completion from Cameron to Dwayne
Bryant, Nelson Welch came in and booted a
27-yard field goal to push the Clemson lead

to 10-7, which was also the score at the end of
the first quarter. After Maryland's first drive
of 81 yards, the Tetps managed only four
yards of total offense in the rest of the quarter.
Early in the second quarter, Cameron hit
the long pass again, also to Smith. This time
it was a 43-yard scoring strike on which the

defender was right with the streaking Smith.
When asked what else could have been done
on the play, Maryland strong safety Ron
Reagan said, "We had guys there, but we
didn't make the play. When you're there,

see CHAMPS, page 22

Lowly Gamecocks look to spoil Tigers' season
by Melissa Roma
staff writer
TomoiTow the Tigers will storm
into Williams-Brice stadium to face
their cross-state rivals for the big
game.
The big game?
With the ACC champions facing the 3-5-2 Gamecocks, the competition can hardly be classified as
The Big Game.
Clemson solidified the ACC
championships last week as they
stomped Maryland 40-7, while the
Gamecocks finished last week with
a close loss to UNC. USC had an
opportunity to win the game in the
final minutes, but due to a sack on
the third down, the Tar Heels came
out with a 21 -17 victory.
The game was business as usual
for the Gamecocks. They came out
with a strong first half, but were not
able to hang on to claim the win.
They went into the locker room at a
14-14 face-off, but when they came
back out they were not as rejuvenated as they may have hoped and
managed only three more points.
Their strong offensive game is
the only threat for the Tigers. Quarterback Bobby Fuller threw for a
total of 243 yards, placing him in
the top three all time leaders of
passing yards for the Gamecocks.

Wide receiver Robert Brooks broke
Pro-Bowler Sterling Sharpe's
record for career touchdown receptions with two in last week's game
giving him a total of 18. Sophomore runningback Rob DeBoer has
only to gain 18 more yards to be one
of 28 Gamecocks to rush for 1,000
or more career yards.
USC was not able to keep the
UNC defense from penetrating their
line. This led to seven sacks for
Fuller, costing the Gamecocks a
total of 45 yards.
"I think the thing we have to start
with is Bobby Fuller. He is a consistent quarterback who has been able
to throw the ball well. They have
quick strike ability They have great
receivers and they have been able to
make something big happen in almost every ball game. That is going
to be the challenge," Coach Ken
Hatfield said.
If the Tigers are able to shut
down USC's attack they will return
home with yet another victory under their belts. With the Clemson
defense ranked as one of the best in
the nation, the strong offensive arm
of their opponents will likely be
broken.
The Tiger's offense has also stabilized. In lasl week's game against
the Terrapins, Clemson gained 460
total offensive yards, exactly 230

Tyler Dnrtien/ senior staff plmlogMphe

DeChane Cameron rares back to heave a pass, an increasingly common sight.
rushing and 230 passing. Since 1978
they have only been able to gain
over 200 yards in both areas, in a
single game, ten limes. All ten of
those games resulted in Tiger victories.
Inside linebacker, Fd McDaniel
has racked up 83 tackles this season
to put his total career tackles at 358.
This ranks him fourth in Clemson

history and 83 better than former
Tiger William Perry of the Chicago
Bears.
Middle guard Rob Bodine is also
trying to outdo the Clemson legend.
With 21 tackles for loss this season,
he ranks behind the Perry brothers
who hold the top two slots in
Clemson's history with 27 and 24
tackles, respectively.
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So if the Tigers go to Columbia
ready to face their rival as they did
Maryland, sports fans will see a
similar final score.
Clemson leads the series 52-324. They also lead while playing at
Williams-Brice Stadium 41-28-3.
This week's game will be played at
1:30 p.m. and can be seen on the
ACC network.

SI

College football in dire need of change
College football is starting to
make me sick.
One only need go back to last
week's developments in the world
of the campus gridiron to prove my
point. There are a number of places
to start, but it seems fair to start at
the top.
Miami's victory over Florida
State, in a game in which the Hurricanes were outclassed everywhere
but on the scoreboard, assures the
'Canes of a chance to play for the
National Championship.
So, where will they go, and who
will they play?
Florida? No, Miami already
ducked them in regular season
scheduling. Besides, why play the
highest ranked available team?
Instead, the Hurricanes will stay
home to play in the Orange Bowl. It
could be a matchup of top ten teams
if Nebraska beats Oklahoma. But
the outcome is far from a foregone
conclusion, and if the Sooners pull
of the upset, the Big 8 representative will be Colorado, who sports
two losses and a tie. It is sad to see
a national power wimp out like that.
Next, we move to the darlings of
everyone in the college world — a
team so powerful, they have their
own network. Even before sufferlllg
JJ-1J thrashing
UliaMlUIg dl
Ult- hands
iianuj
ing aa 35-13
at the

of Penn State, Notre Dame had already cut a deal with the Sugar
B owl to face Florida. That left Penn
State to the Fiesta Bowl and Tennessee.
But the travesty of the deal is
money. For their trip to New Orleans, the Irish will receive $3.6

million. After completely dominating the Irish, the Nittany Lions will
get only $2 million, almost half of
Notre Dame's payout. About the
only good thing about the whole
mess is that the Irish have to play on
ABC.
Now, we go to one of the
Cinderella teams of the year (we'll
come to the other one later). East
Carolina, after its win on the road at
Virginia Tech, has all but assured
itself a 10-1 season (the Pirates'
last opponent is 1-9 Tulane).
But
theUUI they
LUV^ got
gvJi the
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major bowl games and are going to
end up against N.C. State in that
major bowl of major bowls, the
Peach in Atlanta. It is on New Year's
Day for the first time ever this year,
but it still pays far less than the
other majors. After eating the Peach,
the Pirates will find out all they
have left is the Pit.
Finally, to the other Cinderella
story: California. To paraphrase an
ESPN announcer, the Golden Bears,
despite most likely finishing the
regular season with a 10-1 mark,
have been left out of the major bowl
picture.
Cal's opponent? Our own beloved Tigers in the Citrus Bowl.
Even if Clemson wins impressively,
the skeptics will say that Cal was
probably a fluke. The only way the
Golden Bears can gain some credibility is to beat Stanford this weekend and then the Tigers in Orlando.
But people will say Cal played an
inferior team if they beat Clemson.
It appears as if the ACC has a
long way to go in getting the respect
it wants for football, and the Big
Ten runnerup, who starts a contract
with the Citrus next year, will not
be a marked improvement. Even
though it sounds like a broken
record, the only solution is a playoff
«" system.
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Sheridan confident young swim teams
can make a splash in the ACC this year
by Bill Zimmerman
staff writer
Swimming coach Jim Sheridan
believes that, despite their current
injuries, his women's team has a
legitimate chance to win the ACC
championship.
"They're good enough to compete for the conference title," says
Sheridan, "and the other schools
know that."
Sheridan will be counting on his
underclassmen, as he only has two
juniors and three seniors on the
squad, but he feels confident in
their ability.
"Swimmers that come from toplevel national programs are just as
experienced," says Sheridan of his
19 newcomers to the program, made
up of freshmen and transfers from
junior colleges and major schools.
"It's going to be up to us to try to
fill in places where we don't have
upperclassmen," says Lara
Yaroszewski, a freshman from
Courtland, Va., who must make the
transition from club competition to
that of the NCAA.
"It's different that there's a meet

every single Friday," she says of
the change from occasional competition to once a week. "It's hard to
get up and race when you're tired."
"Once we' re rested for the ACC,
we're just going to show everyone
that we're' not going to mess
around," Yaroszewski says of the
team's possibilities for the season.
Despite their 0-4 record,
Sheridan has high hopes for the
men's team as well.
"They're in an 'I can, I will'
situation," Sheridan says of the
squad's approach to the season. Of
the 21 men, 11 are new to Clemson
this year.
"They're going to have to provide what the seniors did last year,"
freshman Joe Milam says of the
new students. "We have to be our
own leaders. It's going to make it a
little more difficult, especially when
it comes down to the ACC."
"Our record isn't too good, but
that's the way you train if you want
to go to theACC (championships),"
Milam added. "The training is really good — we're really getting
our butts worked off," he said of the
work that goes into swimming at

the top collegiate level. "I like the
fact that I'm being pushed...for the
first time."
The results have been evident.
"The work ethic has increased
tenfold since September," Sheridan
says. "We still have a way to go, but
it's coming."
Assistant coach Rick Aronberg
likes the current attitude of the team
and feels that it has helped them to
perform better.
"You can tell at the practices, a
lot of the people have had happier
workouts. A lot more of them are
smiling," Aronberg said of the
team's attitude, mentioning that he
sees better times when the team is
positive.
"The team is finally starting to
swim stronger instead of smarter,"
Aronberg said of the team's recent
performances. "They're learning to
fight in the water."
Aronberg isn't the only one who
sees the improvement.
"We're learning to do the things
that are necessary to go fast," says
Sheridan, adding that the team still
has a long way to go to reach their
goals for the year.

1991 Bowl Schedule
Date

Bowl

Time

Site

Matchup

Bowling Green vs. Fresno St
or San Jose St.
Stanford
vs. Georgia Tech
3:30 p.m. Honolulu, Hi.
Dec. 25 Eagle Aloha
Alabama
vs.
Oklahoma,
Nebraska
Hollywood, Fla.
9 p.m.
Dec. 28 Blockbuster
or Colorado*
Georgia vs. Arkansas or UNC
2:30 p.m. Shreveport, La.
Dec. 29 Poulan Independe
Virginia
vs. Okla., Neb. or Colo.*
Jacksonville, Fla.
8 p.m.
Dec. 29 Mazda Gator
Air
Force
vs.
Ole Miss or Miss. St.
Memphis, Tenn.
8 p.m.
Dec. 29 Liberty
Iowa vs. BYU
Dec. 30 Thrifty Rental Holiday 7:45 p.m. San Diego, Cal.
Tulsa
vs. San Diego St.
Anaheim, Cal.
9 p.m.
Dec. 30 Freedom
UCLA
vs. Illinois
El Paso, Tex.
2:30 p.m.
Dec. 31 John Hancock
Baylor
vs.
Indiana
Tuscon, Ariz.
9:05 p.m.
Dec. 31 Domino's Copper
East
Carolina
vs.
N.C. State
Altlanta, Ga.
11:30 a.m.
Jan. 1 Peach
Syracuse
vs.
Ohio
State
Tampa, Fla.
1 p.m.
Jan. 1 Hall of Fame
Clemson
vs.
California
Orlando, Fla.
1:30 p.m.
Jan. 1 Florida Citrus
Florida State vs. Texas A&M
Dallas, Tex.
1:30
p.m.
Jan. 1 Mobil Cotton
Penn State vs. Tennessee
Tempe, Ariz.
4:30 p.m.
Jan. 1 Fiesta
Michigan
vs. Washington
Pasadena, Cal.
5 p.m.
Jan. 1 Rose
Miami
vs.
Neb. or Colo.*
Miami, Fla.
Jan. 1 Federal Express Orange 8 p.m.
Florida
vs.
Notre Dame
Jan. 1 USF&G Sugar
8:30 p.m New Orleans, La.
If Nebraska beats Oklahoma on Nov. 29, the Huskers go to the Orange Bowl, Colorado
to the Blockbuster and Oklahoma to the Gator. If Oklahoma wins, Colorado goes to the Orange,
Oklahoma to the Blockbuster and Nebraska to the Gator.

Dec. 14 California Raisin
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Fresno, Cal.
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Tiger Briefs
Soccer season ends on disappointing note
The Tiger soccer season ended this past Sunday with a loss to North
Carolina State in the opening round of the NCAA tournament at Raleigh,
N.C. The host team scored three times in the second half and overcame
a 1-0 deficit en route to a 3-1 victory.
Clemson broke a scoreless tie 18 minutes into the second half when
Rivers Guthrie scored off an assist from Jon Payne. The lead was short
lived as N.C. State evened the score a minute and a half later when Dario
Brose drilled in a shot from 18 yards at the 64:49 mark.
Shortly thereafter, Atlantic Coast Conference Player of the Year
Henry Gutierrez scored the unassisted game winner for N.C. State with
66:54 elapsed. ACC scoring leader Roy Lassiter added the final goal late
in the second half to insure the Wolfpack victory. N.C. State outshot
Clemson 12 to 9 in the contest.
"We just couldn't put 90 minutes together today with a one goal
lead," said Clemson coach Dr. I. M. Ibrahim. "In the later stages of the
game we got into a kick and run game with them, and they are much too
good to do that with. I wish N.C. State a lot of luck in the tournament.
They are a fine and extremely talented team with a lot of seniors. They
will be tough to beat."
The Tigers appeared to have developed the team chemistry they spent
much of the season looking for two weeks earlier when they crushed
South Carolina 6-0 in their final regular season game. It was the Tigers'
fourth shutout in five games. They followed that impressive performance, however, with a disappointing 3-1 loss to North Carolina in the
ACC tournament Nov. 7.
With Sunday' s victory, the Wolfpack improved their record to 12-42, while the Tigers finished the season at 13-6-2. - Bob Sayre

Student bowl tickets go on sale Dec. 4
Student tickets for the Florida Citrus Bowl will go on sale at 7 a.m.
outside Litllejohn Coliseum at Gate 6 on Dec. 4. The tickets will be
distibuted on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Each student may bring four IDs and purchase four tickets on each
ID. Tickets are $30 each.

Tigers in the Pros
Dale Davis (Pacers) finally signed with Indiana and played-13minutes Monday night. He did not score but blocked two shots and
pulled down five rebounds. Terms of the contract were not disclosed.
"It's been a very long wait for me and I'm very excited," Davis said
after the game.
David Treadwell (Broncos) kicked one field goal (of 37 yards) and
had another blocked in Denver's 24-20 win over Kansas City. The win
gave the Broncos sole possession of first place in the AFC West.
Bill Spiers (Brewers) had sugery on a herniated disk in his back on
Tuesday. He is expected to be fully recovered within three months, in
time for the start of Spring Training.

IT. The National College
Newspaper Top 20
Points
1. Washington (11) (10-0)
314
2. Miami (8) (9-0)
311
3. Florida St. (10-1)
282
4. Michigan (9-1)
275
5. Florida (9-1)
•
257
6. Penn State (9-2)
217
7. California (9-1)
203
Iowa (9-1)
203
9. Alabama (9-1)
192
10. Tennessee (7-2)
162
11. Nebraska (8-1-1)
153
12. Texas A&M (8-1)
.-151
IS. Clemson (7-1-1)
•
127
14. East Carolina (9-1)
104
15. Colorado (7-2-1)
89
16. Syracuse (8-2)
83
17. Notre Dame (8-3)
59
18. Ohio St. (8-2)
54
19. Oklahoma (8-2)
44
20. Virginia (7-2-1)
18
Participating College Papers: Auburn Plainsman,
BYU Daily Universe, UCLA Daily Bruin,
Clemson Tiger, Colorado Daily, Florida
Independent Florida Alligator, Florida St. Florida
Flambeau, Georgia Tech Technique, Miami
Hurricane, Michigan Daily, Nebraska Daily
Nebraskan, Ohio St. Lantern, Penn St. Daily
Collegian, San Diego St. Daily Aztec, Stanford
Daily, Texas Daily Texan, Syracuse Daily Orange,
Washington Daily.
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Wrestlers begin season impressively in Navy Classic, win over The Citadel
by Jeff Daskal
staff writer
The 1991-1992 Clemson wrestling team is looking forward to
getting back into action after capping off one of its finest seasons
ever. They finished last season with
a 10-2-1 record overall, going 5-0
in the ACC to capture its first ACC
title, while ranking 15th in the final
national dual meet poll as ranked by
Amateur Wrestling News. Also
impressive is the fact that the Clemson team finished 10th as a team
academically among other Division
I schools as compiled by the National Wrestling Coaches Association.
Much of the team's success can
be attributed to Head coach Eddie
Griffin. After being named the 1991
ACC Co-Coach of the year, he is
seeking to improve on last season's
record. According to Griffin, it will
be a very tough task to defend their
ACC title. "This season, the ACC
will be one of the toughest conferences because besides us, Maryland, North Carolina and North
Carolina State are very capable of
winning the ACC. The team that
sustains the least amount of injuries
will have a very good shot at winning the ACC title," said Griffin.

Though the team consists of only
four seniors and two juniors, Griffin is not concerned with the team's
lack of intercollegiate experience.
He feels that many of his freshman
wrestlers have tremendous high
school experience, and his sophomores benefitted from last season's
performance.
This past weekend, the wrestling team saw its first action by
competing at the Navy Classrc, held
in Annapolis, Md. They finished
third out of a total of nine teams,
behind Navy and West Virginia.
Though Coach Griffin hoped for a
stronger finish, he was satisfied
with his team's performance, which
included defeating N.C. State.
"Beating our ACC rival N.C. State
was a big boost for us because
they're ranked 12th in the nation,"
said Griffin.
One of the highlights of the Navy
Classic was the performance of
Tiger freshman Troy Bouzakis,
who won the tournament's Outstanding Wrestling Award.
Bouzakis went through the 126weight classification undefeated,
including an upset victoiy over
Navy' s Mark Smith 5-2 in the semifinals. Smith entered the match
ranked sixth nationally in the 126weight classification.

Chip East / head photographer

Clemson's Dan Jenkins works on pinning The Citadel's Alan Smith.
This past Wednesday, Clemson
held its home opener against instate rival The Citadel. The Tigers
dominated the match, winning by a
overwhelming score of 25-6 and

defeating The Citadel in 10 out of
11 matches. Since Coach Griffin's
arrival in 1984, the Tigers have not
lost a home opener.
Next week, the wrestling team

will be heading out west, where
they will face Boise State and Montana State on Nov. 27, along with
Fresno State, San Francisco State,
and Califomia-Davis on Nov. 30.

Clemson memorabilia to be auctioned off in benefit for junior high coach
by David Thomas
staff writer
When tragedy strikes a small
town, it warms the heart to see how
an entire community can pull together to help those affected by the
pain.
This particular tragedy started
Aug. 28, when Clayton Alexander
was born with downs syndrome and
a defective heart. After spending

nearly two months in the hospital,
Clayton died Oct. 23 at the Medical
University in Charleston.
Clayton's parents, Cliff and
Susan Alexander, were left with
enormous medical bills from the
hospitalization. Cliff's fellow
Coaches on the Edwards Jr. High
School Coaching Staff have organized a benefit card show, from
which all proceeds will go towards
defraying the astronomical medi-

cal bills.
The benefit card show will be
held on Dec. 1 at the Ramada Inn in
Clemson from 1 to 6 p.m.
Former Atlanta Braves pitchers
Marty Clary and Jose Alvarez will
be present to sign autographs from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. Both Clary and
Alvarez were on the 1990 Braves
roster.
Danny Ford will appear from 4
to 6 p.m. to sign autographs as well.

Furman football coach Jimmy
Satterfield will be joining Ford for
the late autograph session unless
the Paladin playoff schedule prohibits him from attending.
At 3:30 that afternoon, an auction featuring sports memorabilia
will take place at the card show.
Autographed footballs and caps
from Clemson, Furman, Georgia
and USC will be a few of the items
on auction. Other items include

two Clemson game jerseys,
sweatsuits, T-shirts and shorts.
One of the featured items is an
official game football autographed
by coaching legend Frank Howard
and Ford. Twenty prints of Coach
Howard and Coach Ford sitting at
the counter of their favorite restaurant, Mac's Drive-In, will also be
autographed and displayed at the

see BENEFIT, page 20
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
Celebrates
ACUVUE® is the first contact lens you never have to clean.

ACUVUE <M»«cM.f<

WORLD AIDS DAY
The theme for 1991 is:

THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Jenkins & Nimmons, Optometrists
123 By-Pass 'The Commons' in Seneca • 882-3338
370 College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
105 Earle Street in Walhalla • 638-9505

Friday's Tavern

Private Party's
Welcome

£< tf' '# £' £' *+'
Happy Hour 4-8:00 pm
Every Monday Thru Friday
75C Drafts
Imported $1.50
Domestics $1.00

SHARING THE CHALLENGE
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1991
We will meet at 6:45 PM in the
University Union and walk thru the
campus from 7:00 to 7:30 PM.
We will end at Redfern for a reception.
The reception is to remember
those who have died from AIDS and
Support those who suffer with HIV
Please join us and let's make a difference
Sponsored by the
Clemson Peer Health Educators
The Redfern Health Center
AID Upstate, Tri-County Chapter
Catholic Student Center
For more information please call
Parvin Lewis. Health Educator
Redfern Health Center, at

656-0141

Behind the Student Bookstore - Next to Bike Shop
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BENEFIT, from page 19
auction.
Former Clemson pitcher Billy
O'Dell will autograph baseballs for
the event. O'Dell might not strike a
bell in the ears of the younger Clemson fans, but in his time, O'Dell
was a dominating force on the
mound.
After a successful career at Clemson in the early 50's, O'Dell went
on to play for Baltimore in the majors. The brightest moment on the
mound for O'Dell probably came
in 1958 when he was voted the
MVP of the All-Star Game. O'Dell

went on to pitch with San Francisco, Pittsburgh and Milwaukee.
Dave Dravecky, the largely-publicized Giants pitcher who recently
lost his arm to cancer, will be donating some autographed pictures for
the auction.
Door prizes donated by local
sporting goods stores, restaurants
and card shops will be given out
every thirty minutes at the show as
well.
All proceeds from the event will
be donated to the Alexander Memorial Fund.

Make the trip to Columbia
to see Carolina go down.

1&2BR
Townhouse
Heritage
Pointe

►Village Green

Starting Jan 1

653-7717
after hours

Needs
1 male
$
125 per month

(i:

1 female
$
165 per month

654-8320

654-3444 654-2412
647-2268

How American Express
helps you cover more territory
For less money
Become a Student Cardmember today and
get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,
for only $129 or $189 each.
Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate
to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—
because there are no blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include
a Saturday night.
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other
benefits from the American Express9 Student Privileges" Program.
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's
easier to get the Card how while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide. • Minneapolis, St. Paul, S( Louis and New Orleans are considered cities east of the Mississippi River
•'A credit of up lo $3,70 for calls will appear on each billing statement for 12 months after enroll
mem $370 is equal to the charges for a domes! ic 30 minute night/ weekend MCI CardCompati
bility call and appropriate surcharges You must enroll for this service by December 31,1991

Membership Has Its Privileges*

MCI

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

TRAVEL
RELATED
»■■■■■ SERVICES
An American Express company

If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving s

Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates Conunental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer, American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines- performance.
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I 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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Men's, Women's basketball begin season going in opposite directions
Is :

r

by Daniel Shirley
staff writer
A tale of two teams with different preseason outlooks on their upcoming seasons began this week as
the men's and women's basketball
squads opened their 1991 -1992 seasons against exhibition opponents.
While the men's team is a young
yet athletic group that has been
picked last in the Atlantic Coast
Conference race by most publications, the Lady Tigers have aspirations of claiming the conference
crown.
The men's squad, with many
new faces that will keep Tiger fans
checking their programs, opened
the book on their preseason schedule with an 84-74 win over the
lllawarra Hawks.
The Tigers stalled three of those
new faces, freshmen Sharone
Wright and Devin Gray and junior-

college transfer Chris Whitney,
against the Hawks.
"1 was very pleased with the
team for the first time out," head
coach Cliff Ellis said. "I think defense, running the floor and rebounding are an attitude, and we
did well in those areas. We need to
work offensively on our patience,
but I was real pleased with the way
we played."
The Tigers came out hot in the
first half, making 59.4 percent of
their shots from the field, including three-of-four from three-point
range, and held a 48-36 lead at
intermission. Clemson cooled off
in the second half but held the
Hawks at bay for the ten-point triumph.
Leading the way for the Tigers
were the newcomers. Whitney
made five-of-10 shots from the field
and finished with a game-high 17
points, while Wright added 11

points and pulled down 11 boards.
Gray also contributed, adding eight
points and eight boards, and another fresh face, junior college transfer Corey Wallace, also scored 11
and had eight boards.
"The newcomers played well. I
see a lot of potential in Sharone and
Devin," Ellis said of his two freshman front court players.
However, the old guard did contribute to the Tigers victory as well.
Senior David Young, the only senior on the squad, scored 12 points,
including nailing two of his four
bombs from beyond the three-point
arc, and sophomores Andre Bovain
and Steve Harris poured in I I and
10, respectively. Young and Bovain
led the team with four assists each,
while Harris dished out three.
"I think David is doing great so
far," Ellis said. "He has shown a lot
of leadership."
Leadership is one thing the Lady

Volleyballers go into ACC Tourney on winning note
by Bob Sayre
staff writer
After a somewhat discouraging
season, the Clemson volleyball team
finished the regular season on an up
note, as they defeated both Boston
College and UNC-Wilmington in
straight sets this past weekend. The
Lady Tigers improved their record
to 22-11 as they prepare for today's
matchup with Duke in the opening
round of the ACC tournament.
Clemson defeated Boston College 15-6,15-1,15-10, Friday night.
Junior Kristy Tonks led the Lady
Tigers with seven kills while Anne
Marie Wessel added 21 assists.
The following morning, Clemson again coasted to victory, as the
Lady Tigers knocked off UNCWilmington by the scores of 15-12,

15-8 and 15-7. Jill Hensley recorded
11 kills for the Lady Tigers, and
freshman Niki Maser was credited
for 19 assists.
Because of a 2-5 conference
record, the Tigers were seeded
eighth in the ACC tournament and
forced to face off against No. 1 seed
Duke. However, the Lady Tigers
take their last place seed as a challenge and hope to prove that they
are a better team than their regular
season record indicates.
"I think the tournament will give
us a chance to prove that that's not
where we should be (last)," said
junior Heidi Kahl. "I think if we
peak, we have a good chance to beat
Duke. We haven't peaked yet, but I
think we're starting to do that.
"1 think if we can go in and play
like we're capable of playing that

we can upset Duke. Right now the
team's really working together
well."
Kahl admitted that the 2-5 conference record was disappointing,
but said that they realized over the
course of the season that a lot of
parity exists throughout the conference. "We're starting to realize
we're in a do-or-die situation, but 1
think we can go into the tournament
without a lot of pressure on us."
While many students are still
sitting in class planning their weekends, the Tigers take the court at 1
p.m. this afternoon in this the first
match of the tournament. If Clemson wins, rhey will face the winner
of Georgia Tech vs. North Carolina
State Saturday evening. The championship is scheduled for 2 p.m.
Sunday.

This is the last Tiger issue of the semester.
We'll be back next semester on Jan. 17.

RESERVE NOW
For Spring Semester
& Receive FREE Delivery
Bedroom Furniture
Living Room Furniture
Dinettes
Dorm Fridges
Washer & Dryers
TV's & Stereo's
Computers

Package Specials Available
Advance Delivery Available
Call for Details

A+RENTS
653-3100

■ ALN_ THE COMFORTS OF HOME

•RENT
■BUY
■RENTTO-OWN

Tigers will not be short of this season, even though they struggled
against a tough Canadian National
Team that has racked up an 8-1
record on their tour of the country,
and the Lady Tigers fell, 88-57.
The Lady Tigers struggled offensively, making only 42.3 percent of their shots and only 39.2
percent in the second half. Center
Shandy Bryan led the way for Clemson with 12 points and also grabbed
six rebounds, and Cheron Wells
had 11 points but made only fourof-15 shots from the field.

r

While the Lady Tigers struggled
on their end of the court, they could
not stop their opponents. Andrea
Blackwell and Anna Stammberger
led the Canadian squad, who made
58.8 percent of their shots, with 15
and 14 points, respectively. The
Canadians jumped on the Tigers in
the first half, making 62.4 percent
from the field, to take a 41 -28 halftime lead and blew the game out of
reach in the second half, outscoring
Clemson 47-29, because of the Lady
Tigers' inability to get their shots to
fall.

Head Hunters

~l

——HWRSTYUSTS——

Special Student Discount

$2 OFF
Hair Cuts Between 10 am & 2pm
Must present coupon.

Not good with any other offer.

_654-2599 •_ Victoria Square

Citrus Bowl Fans!!
Stay Closest to Citrus Bowl
Only 6 Blocks from Stadium
1-800-654-2000 ask for:

Howard Johnson Midtown
2014 West Colonial Dr.
c/o Tampa Ave.
407-841-8600
Fax 407-843-7080

Clemson Fans!!!
Less than one mile
from the Citrus Bowl

Econo
Lodge,
3300 W. Colonial Dr.
Orlando FL 32808
(407) 293-7221
Fax(407)293-1166

Call 1-800-424-4777 ask for FL390

University Housing

FALL 1992
Continuing Student
Advance Housing
Reservation
See January Tiger
For—Further Details
Happy Holidays
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CHAMPS, from page 17

Please wish

lor a touchdown. Moncrief finished
day l3-of-23 for 213 yards and
the dav as the Tigers' second leadone touchdown. He did have one
ing rus'her with 49 yards on just four
interception.
carries.
With about five minutes left m
The scoring was capped off early
the half, one of the strangest plays
in the fourth quarter on one of the
of the season occurred. Maryland
most incredible punt returns in
decided to punt to an awaiting
Clemson history. Darnell Stephens
Robert O'Neal. Dan DeAnnas
took a Dearmas punt at the 11-yard
lifted the punt high in the air to the
line, instantly broke a tackle,
Clemson eight-yard line, and
sprinted outside, weaved his way
O'Neal called for the fair catch.
threw ah defender after defender, cut
But instead of him catching the
back to the middle of the field and
ball, Maryland's tight end. Brett
scored on what was the third longStevenson, sprinted down field
est punt return in Clemson history
andcaughtthepuntjusf as O'Neal
and the longest punt return ever in
was making the play. A five-yard
Death Valley. The missed point affair catch interference call gave
ter made the score 40-7. and that
the Tigers the ball on their own
was where it ended up.
13-yardline to start the drive that
The Tigers are now ranked 14th
would break theshell of the Teips.
in the latest AP poll and look to
It was the type of drive that
move up when they take on South
would make the San Francisco
Carolina next week in Columbia.
49ers envious. Cameron hit Larry
Ryans for the first six yards. Then
Kennedy, Rodney Blunt and
Ryans combined for 18 yards and
two first downs on the ground.
That was when DeChane Montana went to work, realing off
nine passes en route to a backbreaking 22-yard field goal w ith
:00 showing oh the clock. What
was back-breaking about the field
goal was that theplay before the
field goal, a short pass play in the
flats, was finally ruled incomplete after much discussion.
Reagan ran right in front of the
awaiting Ryans ami had the ball
go right through his hands.
He said afterwards. "That \\ as
the biggest play of the game. If I
had made the play, I was gone,
and we were in the game. I just
took my eves off the ball. That
play was a definite momentum
110-2 Calhoun Street Clemson, SC 29631
shifter because if I had taken it
back, the score was 17-14, but
instead, they kick the field goal,
and w e're out of the game. 20-7."
After Maryland's first drive.
the} totaled minus one \ aids rushing and only 2_ yards of total
offense for last 27:33 of the first
half.
The second half was more ot
the same for the Tigers. An early
Rodney Blunt four yard touchdown run made the score 27-7.
sV
<a C Haves'89 S
Blunt had 17 carries for 79 yards
on the afternoon.
Sweatshirts for $20.00
Late in the third quarter, a
pleasing sight to all Clemsonians
came when Ronald Williams got
in and took a carry for five yards.
It was his fust game back since
Place your order with Ashley 858-6579
sustaining a knee injury m
warmups before the N.C. State
game on Oct. 26. He was only in
on that one play, but it let the
LIGHT ACTIVATED
Clemson faithful know that he
ACRYLIC NAILS
would be back.
Richard Moncrief also show ed
some of his brilliant running abilTerri Williams
ity in the third quarter when he
v over for Cameron. With 22
HAIR
ands left on the clock. Mon351 College Avenue
crief went around the right end
Nail Tips and Overlay
Downtown Clemson
and used an outstanding block by
Silkwrap
Mon„ Th„ Fri. 9-6 Tues., Wed. 9-7
Jeb Flesch to scamper 2S
Gel Over Natural Nail
Sat. 9-4

Allyson

a Happy
Birthday on
January 8!
She will be
22.

_< "Episcopal Campus Ministry ^
Holy Trinity Parish
- across from soccer field -

Student dinner & program 7pm Sundays
Sunday services: 8, 9 & 11 am and 6 pm

And Incredible Edibles

Remember Us For All Your Baking
And Catering Needs
We Have Gift Certificates

GIFT IDEA FOR SPLIT FAMILIES

OH

TU Saaare in Pendteton

Over 90 Varieties ' /VMf /^a^fjem£etier_

/f/(ondoLif-Friday> 5-8p. IK.
Bm One, Sandaiiclv
Gd TU Nut For MM Price,
I

Musi Present Coupon

_____
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In Clemson

FREEDOM RIDGE
APARTrAEKTS
New in 1989
• Furnished and unfurnished
• 2 bedroom townhouses and flats
• 2 full baths
• Washers and dryers in all units
• 1 mile to campus
• Lots of storage space

Zoned For Four People
Call Now
646-9900 or 646-2424

krfP Clwsolina

Does someone you love
CHEER for the OTHER SCHOOL?

654-1094

| $100.00

Off
Purchase

of
Bridal Gown
and Veil

"0 J &-

1>H1DAL

HOLRs y .? ;0-6
Sal IC 5
3 . 92

SPRING BREAK
Carnivals I
Carnival's
Got The
Got The
CRUISE
Fun!
Fun!
Stay aboard Carnival's Fun
Ship Mardigras for 4 nights
after departing from Port
Canaveral Fl.

Manicures

includes every-fchfc, / thing except port
>S^ charges.

^JLSS
1992 BSN
STUDENTS.

!

1W^

%M J^~
Enter the Air Force
^
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major .Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2 " ;F - Serve your country
while you serve your career.
U3AF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
919-850-9549

k

Space is limited!
Call now!
$25 holds your spot...call to^ay!

Ionosphere Travel
882-2477

Si
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N.C. State "

Congratulations Tigers!!!
Welcome back to the Citrus Bowl
The Ramada Inn Plaza International
has rooms for you!

Location

Great Facilities

Great rates

In the middle of it all...
with very easy access to:
Citrus Bowl... 10 miles
Parade Site and Sea World... 1 mile
Disney...9 miles
Universal Studios...2 miles
Orlando Ariport...l0 miles

Heated Pool
Oversized rooms
Over 100 with refrigerators
and wet bars
Attraction ticket desk...
with many discounts

$64.00 to $84.00
Single or double
AAA rated
3 Diamond Hotel

Call toll free for Reservations
1-800-332-1660
Jmrf*
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RAMADA® INN

^Ttaza*
International
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

8300 Jamaican Court
Orlando FL 32819
(407)351-1660
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
Pre-Exam Christmas party for all
minority students, faculty and staff. Sunday, Dec. 8, 3-6 pm in Edgar's. There
will be refreshments, music and fun! So
come out and socialize and see your
friends before they leave for the Christmas holidays. Sponsored by Student
Development/Minority Ombudsman.
The Pickens County Rape Crisis
Council and the Department of Social
Services of Pickens proudly announce a
new joint program called SIS (Sisters in
Support), thisprogram involves approximately 20 Clcmson student volunteers
with Rape Crisis being assigned to a
child victim of sexual assault from
Pickens County for support. This is the
first program to be initiated between
Rape Crisis, DSS and Clemson students
and will hopefully serve as a model
program for other counties Statewide.
Anyone interested in this program or any
other services offered by Rape Crisis can
contact Betsy Whetscll or Mona Hunter
at 654-9406.
Considering attending graduate
school and need financial assistance'?
Applications for the Katherine Wills
Coleman and National Foundation Fellowships are now being accepted by the
Mortar Board National Office no later
thanJan.15,1992. For more details concerning this fellowship, please contact
Heidi Wintermantel at 654-7458.
Anyone interested in promoting and
protecting the interests and rights of gay,
lesbian and bisexual students on campus
please contact the Lambda Society - P.O.
Box 5795 University Station.
Ed Babel, graduate student in English, will read selections from his novella
"The Shearing Season" on Wed., Dec. 4,
from 3:30 to 4:30 in the Communications studio classroom (room 200,
College of Nursing). The public is invited to attend.
The B'Nai B'rith Hillel Student Organization wishes its Christian friends a
very Merry Christmas and a Healthy and
Happy New Year.

for sale
SPEAKERS: Pro-poly scries 1901.
Made by Great While North, 125W,
liquid-cooked, 2 months old. $400 or
Best Offer 653-3407.
For Sale: IBM XT Compatible
10MHz with math coprocessor clock/
calendar,mouse,VGA640X480,2()Mb
Harddnve. DOS 3.31 $800. Call 6468657.
For Sale: DP Gym Pac $4500 and
Lotus Mountain bike both in excellent

PREGNANT?
CONSIDERING
ADOPTION?
Call TOLL FREE &
discuss options.
California counselor
and attorney.
Bonnie and Marc
Gradstein.

Schwinn 10-speed bicycle, 1986
model. In good condition. $75. Call
858-6606. Ask for Jill.
Roundtrip airline ticket form Grccnville/Sparlanburg to Houston, Texas.
Leave Nov. 27 return Dec. 2, $300.00.
Negotiable. (803) 843-9332.

■M

Three female roommates needed for
spring semester. Three-bedroom house
set up for two persons/room. Fully furnished, approximately four miles from
campus n. Central. Call Becky at 6391315.

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2(XX)/mo.
Summer, Year-round, AllCountries, All
Fields. Free information. Write DC, P.O.
Box 52-SC01. Corona Del Mar CA
92625.
The Clcmson University YMCA is
in need of a few good instructors for their
Aquatics and Aerobics programs. Salaries are commensurate with experience.
Various classes and times are available.
For more information, please call Chres
Veldkamp at 656-5839 or 656-2460.
Assemblers: Excellent income to assemble products from your home.
504-646-1700 Dept. P5158.
Going home for the Holidays? Need
a fun part-time job? The Honey Baked
Ham Co. is in search of seasonal help to
fill our sales, counter and production
positions. We have stores located in the
following markets: Greenville, Columbia, Charleston, Knoxville, Raleigh,

Two male roommates needed for
spring semester. Fort Hill Commons.
$200/mo. Call Scott or Chad. 653-9123.
Desperately NEED FEMALE
ROOMMATE. Rent only $ 100/mo. plus
1/3 utilities. Three miles from campus.
Call Michelle at 654-2820.
One female roommate needed for
furnished apartment in Fort Hill Commons, one mile from campus. Fully
stocked kitchen, W/D, new living room
furniture, sun decks, ceiling fans, and
storage space. Call 654-9267 for more
info.

ablcforimmedialcoccupancy.Cheapest
rent in complex. Call 654-5926 Ext. 375
Days; 224-7964 Nites.
Chadsworth Commons: 2BR, 2BA
luxury flat available Jan. 1. W/D water,
pool. $600./month (4 roommates allowed!) 653-3803.
For rent: House Trailer- Close to
campus. 2 bedroom, furnished, $200/
month. Call Rick 868-9231 or Terry
261-6282.
"Kcowee Key Country Club" lots on
Lake Keowee, nearClemson. Enjoy golf
course, tennis, boating, fishing - best lots
at below market! $99,900 to $124,900
call (800) 551-1399.

•lost- & found

PIZZA
& CHICKEN WINGS
The Graduate Student
Association is sponsoring a
Graduate Student Mixer at
the Downtowner on Sloan
Street starting at 4 p.m.
today until ???

America. Discount air fare available
ContactSTUDENTS ABROAD,LTD.|
P.O. Box 944, Orangcvale CA 95662
(800)428-8538.
Free Spring Break Trips to students
or student organizations promoting our
Spring Break Packages. Good Pay and
Fun. Call CMI. (800) 423-5264.
Earn $2500 and Free Trips Selling
Spring Break Packages To Bahamas,
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips
and Prices! Spring Break Travel (800)
638-6786.
Letters, Term Papers, Manuscripts,
Resumes, Theses professionally typed
by Catherine's Word Processing Service, a member of Professional
Secretaries International. Catherine
Martin 656-3232 or 224-6983.

Lost: Ladies' gold Seiko watch 11/14
- REWARD! Call Jen 654-4009.

personals

Lost: "Marchon" prescription glasses
with carrying case. Lost several weeks
ago. Glasses are black w/blue pear markings. If found please call 654-3212 and
make Paul's day.

George-Thanks for a great year. I
look forward to many more! Love,
Georgette.

Lost: Seiko with silver band, blue
race, and red insets. Between Jervey and
practice fields Nov. 13. REWARD. Call
Hucy at 654-9439.

LisaR. Happy 19thBirlhday!!ILove
You!!R.O.
My little crouton - Salads just aren't
the same without you. Love S.B.

miscellaneous

Comchip, It's been the best year so
far. Love Always, Dman.

TAKE YOUR BREAK IN GREAT
BRITAIN! Exchange vacations arranged
between students in England and

Tasha, Kim & Rox - The time has
come for us to have more fun. So you had
better run before the deed is done!

Tillman Place
nothing compares
close to campus

Foothills Townhouse Unit 21 avail-

Graduate Student
Mixer!

Private Bedrooms
4 Bedroom Units
Planned pool & clubhouse

$

72,000

Tillman
Place
First-Class
Condominiums
for Students

Jane Brown (653-5206)
Elinor Baron (654-4602)

Carolina
Real Estate
392 College Ave.

Model Available
For Showing

(803) 654-6202
M. Zielinski - Broker in Charge

Prime Time
By Pass 123 across from
New Seneca Cinema 882-1915

$

Clemson University

Prime Rib 6.50

I
CHINESE RESTAURANT
CO

.

O)

>

Ole
Norm's

i
Thunderbird
Inn

to Central

LUNCH
MONDAY - SATURDAY
11:30 am-2:00 pm

DINNER
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
5:00 pm - 9:30 pm
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
5:00 pm- 10:00pm

Golden
Dragon

CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

housing

help wanted

FOOL

ABSOLUTELY NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED!

Travel Sales Representative. STS,
(he leader in collegiate travel needs motivated individuals and groups topromote
Winter/Spring Break trips. For More
information call StudenlTravcl Services,
Ithaca, NY at (800) 648-4849.

1978 Ponliac Grand Prix Excellent
condition, musl see. Mag wheels,
michelin tires, AM/FM cassette. 265 V8, loaded. Call 654-7041.

RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

RAISING

Attention students! Earn your holidaycashmailinglcttersfromdorm/home!
Earn $3.00 an envelope! Easy work!
Don't delay, start now!! Rush S.A.S.
Envlp.toGalaxeeDistrubutorsP.O.Box
1157 Forked River NJ 08731.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. seized. 89
Mercedes, $200. 86 VW, $50. 87
Mercedes, $100. 65 Mustang, $50.
Choose from thousands starling $25.
Free 24 hour recording reveals details
(801) 379-2929 copyright#SC10KJC.

1-800-922-0777

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

Durham, Greensboro, Winston-Salem,
Wilmington, Charlotte, Atlanta and other
major cities throughout the southeast.
Please stop by during your Thanksgiving break to inquire about Christmas
help. Check the while pages for information on the store nearest you.

condition. Best Offer. 646-8657.

Bi-Lo

at Hwy 93
Next to
Thunderbird Inn

654-1551

Fajitas
Quesadillas
Nacho Platters
Buffalo Wings
Margaritas
Beer And Wine

u
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